FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
920 2nd Avenue, Suite A, Marina, CA 93933
Phone: (831) 883-3672 │ Fax: (831) 883-3675 │ www.fora.org

SPECIAL MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Friday, November 14, 2014 at 1:30 p.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Union Hall)

AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
3. CLOSED SESSION
a. Public Employment , Gov Code 54959.7(b) - Executive Officer
b. Conference with Legal Counsel - Existing Litigation, Gov Code 54956.9(a) – 2 Cases
i. Keep Fort Ord Wild v. Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA), Case Number: M114961
ii. The City of Marina v. Fort Ord Reuse Authority, Case Number: M11856
4. ANNOUNCEMENT OF ACTION TAKEN IN CLOSED SESSION
5. ROLL CALL
6. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS, ANNOUNCEMENTS, AND CORRESPONDENCE
7. CONSENT AGENDA
a. Approve October 10, 2014 Board Meeting Minutes (pg. 1-4)

ACTION

b. FORA-City of Marina Reimbursement Agreement Amendment #1(pg. 5-17)

ACTION

c. Approve 2015 Fort Ord Reuse Authority Legislative Agenda

ACTION

8. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. 2nd Vote: Preston Park Operating and Capital Budgets

(pg. 18-24)

ACTION

(pg. 25-30)

b. Executive Officer Contract Amendment (pg. 31-36)
c. Authorize Purchase of Pollution and Legal Liability Insurance Coverage

ACTION
(pg. 37-46)

d. Approve an Agreement with Monterey Bay Economic Partnership (pg. 47-52)
e. City of Del Rey Oaks Land Sales Transaction (pg. 53-59)
i. Land sales Transaction Summary
ii. Del Rey Oaks/FORA Insurance Repayment Agreement Amendment

ACTION
ACTION

INFORMATION
ACTION

9.

f. Update on Prevailing Wage Compliance (pg. 60-71)

INFORMATION

g. Regional Urban Design Guidelines Status Report (pg. 72)

INFORMATION

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Board on matters within its jurisdiction, but not on
this agenda, may do so for up to 3 minutes. Comments on agenda items are heard under the item.

10. EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
a. Outstanding Receivables (pg. 73)

INFORMATION

b. Habitat Conservation Plan Update (pg. 74)

INFORMATION

c. Administrative Committee (pg. 75)

INFORMATION

d. Finance Committee (pg. 76)

INFORMATION

e. Post Reassessment Advisory Committee (pg. 77-83)

INFORMATION

f. Regional Urban Design Guidelines Task Force (pg. 84-86)

INFORMATION

g. Travel Report (pg. 87)

INFORMATION

h. Public Correspondence to the Board (pg. 88)

INFORMATION

i.

j.

Administrative Consistency Determination for Entitlement:
City of Marina's Marriott Hotel Project (pg. 89-91)
Environmental Services Cooperative Agreement Update (pg. 92-94)

INFORMATION/ACTION
INFORMATION

k. Base Reuse Plan Reassessment Report Categories 1 and 2 Update (pg. 95-111) INFORMATION
11. ITEMS FROM MEMBERS
12. ADJOURNMENT

NEXT BOARD MEETING: DECEMBER 12, 2014

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact FORA 48 hrs prior to the meeting.
This meeting is recorded by Access Monterey Peninsula and televised Sundays at 9 a.m. and 1 p.m.
on Marina/Peninsula Chanel 25. The video and meeting materials are available online at www.fora.org.

RETURN TO AGENDA

FORT ORO REUSE AUTHORITY
920 2nd Avenue, Suite A, Marina, CA 93933
Phone: {831) 883-3672 I Fox: {831 ) 883-367 5

I www.fora.org

FORT ORO REUSE AUTHORITY
BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING MINUTES
Friday, October 10, 2014 at 2:00p.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Union Hall)

1. CALL TO ORDER
Chair Edelen called the meeting to order at 2:02 p.m.

2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Councilmember Brown led the Pledge of Allegiance.

3. CLOSED SESSION
The Board adjourned to closed session at 2:03 p.

a.

4. ANNOU
The Board reconvened into open session
reportable action had been ...... ""'·~·'·'·'··

unsel Jon Giffen announced no

5.
Mayor Pro-Tem Oglesby (City of Seaside)
upervisor Parker (County of Monterey)
ayor Pendergrass (City of Sand City)
Supervisor Potter (County of Monterey)
Mayor Rubio (City of Seaside)
Mayor Della Sala* (City of Monterey)

Ex-offici
nt: Nicole Charles* (20th Congressional District), Donna Blitzer
re Lewis* (California State University Monterey Bay), Walter
(University of California, San
Tribley (Monterey Peninsula Co
, Daniel Diffenbaugh (Monterey Peninsula Unified School District),
Lisa Rheinheimer (Monterey Salinas Transit), Debbie Hale (Transportation Agency for Monterey County),
COL Fellinger (US Army), Bill Collins (Fort Ord BRAC Office), Director Moore (Marina Coast Water
District).

6. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS, ANNOUNCEMENTS, AND CORRESPONDENCE
Nicole Charles thanked FORA staff on behalf of Senator Manning for their support of the California
Central Coast Veterans Cemetery. Chair Edelen requested that Ms. Charles convey the Board's
appreciation to Senator Manning for his ongoing support. Executive Officer Michael Houlemard reported
that he had met with Levonne Stone and her representative to discuss her concerns from the last Board
meeting.
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7. CONSENT AGENDA
a. Approve September 19, 2014 Board Meeting Minutes

MOTION: Mayor Rubio moved, seconded by Supervisor Potter, to approve the consent agenda.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

8. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Pollution and Legal Liability Insurance Policy
i. Receive Pollution and Legal Liability Insurance Policy Process Update
ii. Authorize the Executive Officer to Select a Pollution and Legal Liability Insurance Policy
Provider and Bind Coverage

Mr. Houlemard reported that the current insurance policy was scheduled to expire on December
31, 2014. The policy provides coverage for cleanup, personal injury, property damage, and legal
claims regarding pollution on the Environmental Services Cooperative Agreement (ESCA)
parcels. The FORA Board previously recommended replacing the existing policy upon expiration.
Approximately $950,000 remains in the ESCA contract for insurance, a portion of which can be
used toward the purchase of a new policy.
FORA Special Counsel Barry Steinberg outlined the previous 18-month solicitation process and
was assisted by representatives from Marsh Insurance Brokers. Mr. Steinberg emphasized the
need for stakeholders to determine how much coverage they wanted for their own
jurisdiction/agency and who would be named as first insured upon FORA sunset. He noted that
there was no obligation to participate, but that land-holding stakeholders would benefit from FORA
secured coverage, rather than purchasing individual policies. He outlined upcoming stakeholder
approval deadlines necessary to secure coverage prior to the current policy's December 31st
expiration.
MOTION: Councilmember Beach moved, seconded by Supervisor Parker, to authorize the
Executive Officer, upon the Joint Coordinated Concurrence of FORA Special Counsel and
Insurance Broker, to bind 10-year, $50 million coverage with Chubb, not-to-exceed a $2M
premium.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
b. Preston Park - Rental Rate Policy Questions
i. Receive a Rental Rate/Policy Presentation
ii. Approve Current Rental Rate Setting Policy/Formula
iii. Approve FY 2014/15 Operating and Capital Improvement Budget

Mr. Houlemard noted that the Preston Park budget was initially presented in spring. The Board
took a non-unanimous vote to approve the item in July, which failed on a second vote in August.
At that time, the Board requested additional information, which was subsequently provided by
Alliance Residential representative Annette Thurman. Ms. Thurman reviewed a PowerPoint
Presentation explaining fair market rent, market rate, in-place market rate, competitive properties,
resident life cycle, occupancy trends, expenses and capital expenses, capital projects and funding
projections.
Principal Analyst Robert Norris outlined the existing agreements impacting rental revenue. He
stated that for asset protection and sustainability, a 2.4% rental rate increase is recommended.
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MOTION: Mayor Gunter moved, seconded by Supervisor Potter, to 1) approve the current
formula and policy being used to set rental rents at the Preston Park, and 2) approve the FY
2014/2015 Operating and Capital Improvement Budget with 2.4o/o percent rental rate
increase.
SUBSTITUTE MOTION: Councilmember Lucius moved, seconded by Supervisor Potter, to
1. approve the current rental rate setting formula with the following amendments:
i. expand rental increase notification period from 35 to 60 days,
ii. mandate a documented best-faith effort by Alliance Residential to meet with the
Preston Park Tenant's Association prior to presentation of the annual budget or
proposed rental rate increases.
2. approve the FY 2014/2015 Operating and Capital Improvement Budget with 2.4o/o
percent rental rate increase.
SUBSTITUTE MOTION RECEIVED MAJORITY APPROVAL (2ND VOTE REQUIRED):
Ayes: Beach, Edelen, Gunter, Lucius, Oglesby, Pendergrass, Potter, Rubio, Della Sala.
Noes: Morton, Brown. Absent: Calcagno, Parker.
c. Executive Officer Compensation Adjustment

Mr. Houlemard and Controller Ivana Bednarik responded to Board member questions regarding the
Executive Officer's employment contract and previous salary adjustments. The Board discussed the
item and requested more detailed information regarding previous salary adjustments.
MOTION: Mayor Rubio moved, seconded by Supervisor Potter, to authorize an 8 percent merit
salary adjustment to the Executive Officer's compensation, as recommended by the Executive
Committee.
SUBSTITUTE MOTION: Mayor Pro-tem Beach moved, seconded by Councilmember Brown, to
continue the item until the requested additional detail could be provided.
SUBSTITUTE MOTION FAILED: Ayes: Beach, Morton, Brown, Parker, Lucius. Noes: Edelen,
Gunter, Oglesby, Pendergrass, Potter, Rubio, Della Sala. Absent: Calcagno.
ORIGINAL MOTION RECEIVED MAJORITY APPROVAL (2ND VOTE REQUIRED): Aves: Edelen,
Gunter, Lucius, Oglesby, Pendergrass, Potter, Rubio, Della Sala. Noes: Beach, Morton, Brown,
Parker. Absent: Calcagno.
MOTION: At 5:25 p.m. Supervisor Parker moved, seconded by Councilmember Brown, to receive
public comment and then adjourn the meeting.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
Chair Edelen noted that items Bd - Bh would be continued to the next Board meeting.

d. City of Del Rey Oaks Land Sales Transaction
i. Land sales Transaction Summary
ii. Del Rey Oaks/FORA Insurance Repayment Agreement Amendment
e. Economic Development Specialist Alternatives
f.

Update on Prevailing Wage Compliance
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g. Quarterly Environmental Services Cooperative Agreement Update
h. Base Reuse Plan Reassessment Report Categories 1 and 2 Update
9.

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
The Board received comments from members of the public.

10. EXECUTIVE OFFICERS REPORT
There was no Board discussion of the Executive Officer's Report.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Outstanding Receivables
Habitat Conservation Plan Update
Administrative Committee
Veterans Issues Advisory Committee
Post Reassessment Advisory Committee
Regional Urban Design Guidelines Task Force
Travel Report
Public Correspondence to the Board

11. ITEMS FROM MEMBERS
None
12. ADJOURNMENT
Chair Edelen adjourned the meeting at 5:35 p.m.
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RETURN TO AGENDA

Subject:

FORA-City of Marina Reimbursement Agreement Amendment #1

Meeting Date:
Agenda Number:

November 14, 2014
7b

ACTION

RECOMMENDATION(S):

Authorize the Executive Officer to execute amendment #1 to the Fort Ord Reuse Authority
(FORA)-City of Marina (Marina) Reimbursement Agreement according to the attached term
sheet (Attachment A).
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:

Marina Community Partners, Limited Liability Company (LLC), is the developer for the Dunes
on Monterey Project. Marina Community Partners is proceeding with Phase 1C of their project,
which is the residential housing component. Marina Community Partners, working with Marina,
previously completed a portion of 8th Street from 2nd Avenue to 3rd Avenue. The estimated
value of this work is $1 ,018,890. 8th Street is an on-site FORA Capital Improvement Program
{CIP) roadway project, which is subject to the existing FORA-Marina Reimbursement
Agreement. In this existing agreement, FORA agreed to reimburse Marina for completion of 8th
Street, Salinas Avenue, Crescent Avenue, and Abrams Drive.
Marina and Marina Community Partners request that FORA amend its Reimbursement
Agreement with Marina to provide fee credits directly to Marina Community Partners for the
$1,018,890 in roadway work completed on 8th Street (see attached letter, Attachment B).
These fee credits would be applied to the first 70 residential unit permits in Phase 1C, a credit
of $14,555.57 would be applied against the $22,560 per unit rate. Therefore, $8,004.43 would
be collected on each of the first 70 residential unit permits. Thereafter, the regular rate of
$22,560 per unit would apply.
FISCAL IMPACT:

Reviewed by FORA Controller

r

~

.#. 7jr~ ~.Z, ·

A lower total amount of FORA Community Facilities District Special Tax revenue would be
collected ($1 ,018,890) for these first 70 housing units as a part of this action, which would be
offset by retiring a portion (the same amount) of FORA's roadway obligation for 8th Street. Staff
time for this item is included in the approved FORA budget.
COORDINATION:

Marina, Marina Community Partners, LLC, Authority Counsel, Administrative and Executive
Committees.
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Attachment A to Item 7b
FORA Board Meeting, 11/14/2014

Term Sheet
For Amendment #1 to the
Marina-FORA Reimbursement Agreement
Amendment Terms:
1. Marina assigns $1,018,890 of eligible ath Street reimbursements
to Marina Community Partners, LLC.
2. Marina Community Partners, LLC, accepts this assignment.
3. FORA agrees to reimburse Marina Community Partners, LLC,
$1,018,890 for partial completion of the 8th Street roadway
improvement by providing FORA Community Facilities District
(CFD) special tax credits to the first 70 residential unit permits
in Phase 1C at a credit of $14,555.57 per unit.
4. Marina Community Partners, LLC, accepts FORA CFD special
tax credits of $14,555.57 per residential unit for the first 70 units
as satisfying FORA's agreement to reimburse Marina
Community Parnters, LLC, $1 ,018,890 for partial completion of
the 8th Street roadway improvement.
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Attachment B to Item 7b
FORA Board Meeting, 11/14/14

S.eptemher 10, 2014
Fort. Ord Reuse At1thpricy
Attn: Michael Houlemard
920 2nd Ave.; ·suite A

Marina, CA 93933

Mt\. Hou1emard,
Marirm Commm1ity Partnets C'MCP'~Jand Shea Homes Lhnited Partnetship esnL~'') are very close to
be~iiJning con!)tt·uction ?f new hon"fe~ in The. Dunes -- 1C area. ·Once undenvay, this ':viU be the first for'Scde housing constructed 011 tbefotrner Fort Ord in tbe City of Marina since base closure~ .and. realization
o~asignifican~ econo1nic d~velop~n~nt goal withinthe Fort Ord R-e11se J\tithorityr(FORA}. At this point it
is cdtical to uow finalize artangen:umts ,for realization ofcredi~$ 1.1s.soei11ted with i11ftasttm~ture
constt·Uction. (FORA Fee Credits) in order to ensure that go.fonvard economics of home constntction meet
fin~ncial viability .thresholds••.. In .specific! reimhtirserrt¢11tsffe~ credits fbr· gth Stteet improvements
between 2nd and.3rd Averme {constructedin2007 by MCP) need to be confirmed and made available as
fee credits at the time of residentialbuilding permits. This letter will outline the background rel('tte4to
this toadwa,y COll$fl'tlCtion and ()~it proposal fol' how ctitical rehliQJU'Sell)eilts need tq he accomplished lll
ordet to allow tesidctitial for..sale housir1gto move forward in the near tenn.

•

Reilllbursemeut Agr~ement-FORA and .• The Cit:¥ .ofJvlarina entered into ~rehnbnrsemet1t
agre¢;met1t oti May 3, 2007 that covered roadway improvet)lents. The Gity·agteed to take the lead
hl<;otlS.ttuctin~som¢ toadways t~at\Vere cover~d ·by the FOR:A. ~apital Improvement Pr~.gram
including 8111 Stteetand the pottion qfroadway for which MCP/SHLP has cqnstmcted and js now
req1~esdngcredit. A copy ofthisagteernertt is attached hereto for your reference.

•

Cottstructiou of Imnrovenumts- Existing 8th Street from 2nd. to 3rd A;verttle is 950 feet in
len~th and \vas co~struc~ed as part~fthe Dunes 1d ptoject in 2007 by fv1CP(also knowrt as th(!
''Interim Imprq:vements"). Any reimbursements a~ a re,sult ofthe construction of these
improvernents have been transferred by MCP to SHLP as.partof the Purchase and Sale
Agreement between the parties~

•

FORA Capitallmpt·ovemeut Progtaul ~The Fort Otd Ileus<;;1 Anthorit:y Capitallmptovqmtmt
Progr~111 Fiscal year 2()14/2015<il1cludes ¢urrent estimates for each hnprovemenfin the FORA
CIP program. FORA CIP ProJect #FOS has a total bltdget of $6,161~&59 to improve gth Street

1 oo Twelfth Street
Bld, 28621 Ste. 100

Mtidha, CA ·93933

Tel: 831.384.0220
Fax: 831.38.4..0443
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ftotn 2nd AventJe to 1rttet-"Gattisol1 Road_.•. 1]1e ~tntio11 ·Qf8th Stteet frotrt 2nd tq 3td :Aventie
constructed by MCP has an ~stimated vahte of$1 ,D ISJ89Q in the FORA CIR

•

Proposed Fee Credit~-_. MCP/SHLP hasxeqlle~ted ~hattheCity ofM~Wina assign.rights to
rein1bursements derived fh>rn the May 3rd 2007 R.eimbnrsementAgreemenh1bted abovetb: SHLP
h1 the t01"tn O.f fee credits realiZii~le at the time perf)ilt. Fee ·credit$ requested ~i1lOUi~t to
$J JO 18,890~ th¢ t~tal an)olJti.t carded. in the FORACIP as noted above for hnprovement of the
notedsect'ion. of~th ~tre~t: Asth~ c~tri'ent FO~A Fe~s ate $21~560 pet sh?gle f~tniJyresidential
!lilit; thfs tran.slates btto 45..l6units pf fee ch~clit or4$ residentialqrdts at the Dunes JC ilotpayiug
FO~ Fees withth~ ren1aining fee.credit.ba~an~e of.$3 ~69o.··appHedtothe 46111 residential·un1t,
therefote·redvcingtheFCJR.A.Fee to $JS.,87P for this. unit

or

Ftltthe(in sttpp¢rt oftbls teqUeSt, itsh()tild be 11Qted that t;apitaJ '''@S. i;)ut}ald fotthe qo~lstnJctiDh of 8th
Str~et\vit11 the understanding that FORA ~e~ Ctedits would b~ issue~ in. like yalu~. ~fthis point on The
Dunes project jn particulat\ reaHzatit>t1 pf these ct·etUts is critically important financi~Uy and key to
resid.enti::lJ p()rti\!1} qftlii$ ptoject -rn·ovihg forward~

ln ot~ettoem~ureS~LPi~ able·t¢ .reqogt1i~ethese ¢r¢dtts,1ve have ~eqt1ested thatthe.Gityptovid~ a
simpleJetter to FORA transferring the rights ofreimbm·sement for 8th Street Construction from 2nd toJrd
Avenue n1ade ~v~ftahle.tl~4ertheaqovenoted agteell1et}t~et\Veent~e€ity artd~ORA tp SIILP~ We trust
thatthi$ will satisfy all FORA feereqtdrenteiitsfor the initia146units ofthe residential developmentat
The Dunes. In fhe future:, as. we continue to put in place ihfrastructure related to the FORA CIP program
we win contimte t9 wqrk With FORA regarditig the thnitJg oflro ptt>vementcostoffs~ts~
Please let me know ifyou have anyquestionsotcomments~otifyotl Wtrul<iHketodiscuss anything
contaiued herein ift1ttore detail.

~'

~.

AHofer
Vice President
Shea Hotnes - Notthern california
Marina Community Partners
Attachmehts:
I. Reitnbutse1t1ent Agree111eilt -'-·City' .ofMat~ina and FOR A, May 3, 2007
2. FORA CapitaLimprovement Program~ FY 2014.:201.5~ Table 1 ~Obligatory Project, Offsets
and Rettmini11g Obligatiotl.s
3, Draft Fee CreditAssignmentLettet
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REIMBURSEMENt A.G~EMENTBETWEEN THE l?ORTORD REUSE

AUTHORtJ:')'AND THE ClTY OF MA1UNA FOR STREET IMPROVl?;MENTS '1'0
CRESCENT STREET EXTENSION; A.BRAMS DRIVE, EIGHTH STREET AND
SALINAS AVENUE

onlhis$~

f1 I'~

tHIS AGREBMBNTiSlnaQe and $lglied
day of
. . . . . 21i07, by
and betwe~n. the CITY: OF MARINA) he:reinaftl?r called (~Clty', artd t~FORT ORD REUSE
AUTHORITY) h~reinafter called upoRAu·
:RECITALS

A. . . lr1 .I\Jne 1997) the FORA )joar~ ad()}Jted a. Fina~ ~vir(Ji1mentaJ ltapaet Report (UFEIR,)
and !1 Fort Ord ~ase Re\lse Plan (uPla~")~ .The_PlcuJ defit1es a sedesof project obligations ofthe
Plan as t\te. Pu~Uc FaciUti~s lmplementatiQtl Plan (UP Fir)).. ·.The PFIP serves us the baseline
Capital Jmpeovement Program .C{CIP)I) ~or th.~ Plan.. The F()RA .B¢md annually revisits, rt;vlews
and considers a modjfied
that includes repro~ramming of projects or other modU1cations
deemed appropri£tte an,d ne<;~ss~ry, such as t~~ .· inch.1sion of the Transpol"tation Agency. for
Monter(}:y Co\lntyts (HTAMGn) most rec~11~ st1,1dy that reallocated transportation mitigation
fulids, The FORA Board endor$ed that $tUdy> ehtitled '<FORA Fee Re~llocation Studyton Aprll
g} 2005.

ClP

B.

... 1t1 J999 the FORA Board adopted Resolution 99-lto est~blish ~. base-wld~ special tax

levy for th~ funding of FORA obligati()ns u~de;r the BRP. In June 2002 the FORA Board

approved the form~lion of. the eommvnity. Facilities·. District ("CFDH). and adopted Ordinance

#02..01 to clarify and deftne the funding of FORA ol>li~aticms under the BRP •. In November
2005 the FORA Bo~rd atnended Ordinance #OZ~Ol tbroughthe adoptiop ()l0rdimmce #05-0I
am~ndlng the special taxes levy •.. In FehDJ(try 2007 the FqRA Board adopted Resolution :#07.-{)S
to modify Resolution .99~1. .The portion of. the ·special tax~ .90llected under these F()RA

ordinances that are applicable to mitigating infrastructure are determined each year ~nd adopted
by the FORA Bo;.H'<lhlthe adoption of the FORA CIP.

The ''FORA Fee Reallocation Studyn programmed $1;Ql8>004 in FORA .fees for the
engh1eerir1g) design> environfuental,.construction, and construction lllru\~gement of
the (~crescent Street extension to Abrams DfiV¥'> project, . The Sa 1 018~Q04 ht funds is currently
programmed in FY 2007..2008 throqgh FY 200.9 ..2010 inclu.sive, with proJect completion
programmed in FY2009.-2Ql 0,
C;

prelhriin~ry

The ~~FO.RA Fee Reallocation Stu4t1 progratnmed $8$2,578 in FORA fees fot the
preliminary engJneerlng} design, enviro~ental, construction, art,d oo.nstructlon management of
D.

thenAbran1s Dtlve2 Ian~ artedal ifom. 2nd Avenue easterly to Cr~scent Street extension)~ project.
The $852;578 in fun4s is current!~ programmed in FY 2007-2008 and FY 2008-2009 with

project completion programmed in FY 2008-.4009~
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F.
The t'FORAFe~ Reallocation Studt> programmed $3,410,313 ih FORA fees for the
· preliminary engineering, design, environmental, construction, a.nd construction managen1ent of
the "S~Hnas. Avenve cpnstrue;tion ofa new 2 lane arterial. from Reservation Road to Abrams
D.dve'l prt>ject .The $3Al0~313 in fimds is currently programmed· in FY 2007-2008 and FY
2.008•2009 with completion programmed in2008-.200Q.

011 June 9) 2006., the FORA Board approved the FY 2906~2007 through FY 2021~4042
whichprogram.nted the Project components in ihe fiscal. years n~ted illt~citals C., D•. E. and
F.. above. This ClP further programmed the receipt> by FQR.At of CFD "Maximum Spe~ial Tax
R~tesn in fi$¢ql years to support the performance ·of the CIP as adopted.

H. .

CJP~

The.City¢ompiies and ~uaintains a Capitt\l1rn1:>rmtert1t.ent
and desi of streets ·wlthln the

.....,"'~~t>h•t .. ,...........

J.
!he pnrpose of this A$r~ementis to establish the extent and .man.ner in w:hi.ch City will he
entitLed tp te.imhursementby FORA for the FORA CIP progratnmed portion of the Project coa:ts
and the timing ofthe relmburseJnent by FORA.
NOW) THEn.EFORE, IT IS MUTUALLY AGMED BETWEEN THE ·:PARTIES
:S:ERETO AS FOLJ:.-OWS~
L

Design. (!onsulting. Construction and Initial Financihl& ofProjectt

l ,1 . Lead Agency. The City shall.in compliance With the Cityrs request of April 27 ~
20Q5, replaee ~ORA asJead agency and shall serve as lead agency for the Projectsj and
shall.continueas lead agency for the ''completion projectH:
1.2 . ;Bnginee~ingl Design~ .. EnvlrorunentaL Constt·ttction•. Construction.· Man~ment,
and Other. Services. The.· City. sh~U retain necessaxy services and prepare aU studies and
documents required for environmental clearance for the Projects. The City shall also
provl<le all required engirteeringJ design;} envirorunental, and other services for
environmertta} •..·clearance, pennittln:g1 design, construction>. bidding>.·· and .construction
management of the Ptojects.. The City shtdl prepare the design documents. in full
confbtmance with the desigtt requirement$ for the ProJeots approved by the City. ru1d in
full conformance with the provisions . of the. applicable stat~ and local . codes .... The
Projects' design, engineering.· and. construction must also meet .the n1inimum. carry~ng
capacity ~tld design requirf:1ments noted in the "FORA Fee Reallocation Study1' Scenario
C. The City shall cmnm.ence preliminary engineering, design, environmental, and other
services in FY 2006/2007.
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Depe~dant

upon .market

conditions. and the issuan~e .of building. perm,Jts. within. ~h~ developable

lands of. the

1.3 ..· . furtding of City Provided Pre.;Gonstruction Sef\llces;

former Fort Ord, FORA will honor tJnd pay invoic<;!s for services rendered by Cit)t an&or
its consultants in prov1ding tbe s~rvlce~ enumerated in paragraph 1.2 ab:ovei Tl\e
maxin1um ~nount pay{ible to Hw project ls as .~tt)ted in paragt'~Ph . ~ Amount of
Reimbursement below. No payment will be mad~ priotto the first day of the t1scal year
in which the work is pr()g;retrnmed t() be performed. The FORA fisct~I year is JUly I
through June 30 .. The atn0\1ntS payabl~,

as indicated herein~ will be adjust¢d annually,

following approved of the FORA Boardl hy the ConstructiQl1 Co$t Index as publi$hed
ca~hJ®uaty hy the En~ineer1n~ News Record <El'JR) commencing wJth t~e nrst S\)Ch
publication. following the effe?tive. date of t11is a~reement•.. FORA $hall h~ve .sole
discretion as tQ ·the $owce <>f funds for use in satisfying its obligation under· this

1.4 Proieot Renrogrammittg•. ~ORA s1ta11 not reprogtrun theProje<Jt ~o alater_pedod
unless developmertt is delayed by market conditions as noted in Article 2 below.
2. Reimb~rsement to City... FORA's ohllgation t<> ~eimlmrse th~ City is contingent upon the
4evelopntent marke~ and F?RA,s c~ttosponding c<dlectiott ofdevelopment fees from fo~·mer
Fort Ord deyelopmentprojeotst Development fees collected under the FORA CFD are- tbe

only source of f\ln.ds obHgated for reimbursement under this Agreernent.. FORA sf}an
City ·for costs .iucurre~ from h1itiati~n thrf1\1gh .ProJect completion and Jn
accord with the amotmtsofreimbursement not to exe\!e.d the aggregatetotalfor th~.ptojeot$

t~lmburse the

in the CIP. The City may advance the c:onstruction of the (jcompletion proJecr1 to
coincide Wlfh eonstructioh of the pioj~cts.

!IS outlined

3; Atnount of. Reimbursement FORAJ under this agreement with the City~ shall reimburse the
City for an amounitWt ·t{) excee<l FORAlis share of the total proje~t cost) as ptf;s~nt~d in the
FORA CJP,as the CIP 111ay be updated fromyear to yeat>les~ 0.1% t?be retained ~rFORA
to fund its.costofen~inee.ringa~d accounting. Th~totaltehnburs~mentpayable by FORA to
City $ha11 not exeeep FORA's'iotal combined obligations to the projects and shall inc1ude
design and C(j;f}strucdon of the znd A v¢:rrue 'icompletion projeotl) for funding Within this stated
Jhnitation,
FORA may from . time .to tlme, prior .or subs¢t}llent to this agreement} . enter other .tundi~g
agreements,. in confor~nt}nc: with it~ ClP) for the purpose of .mitigating traffic impacts
l'CStdting ·.from the redevelopment
reuse of the .fonner. Fort Ord. .The timing of
reimbursements to the City. sha!lhonor such other· agr.eements and. the. total. reimbursement
amount pt\yable to the City· shall be reduced by FORA 1S reirnbuts~ments or other
eomp~:m~t:tliOtl paid to ·or allowed developers constructing (lny pqrtions of the Projects as
hereh) defined.

and.

~ORA on a no more frequent than
dat~... The final invoice shall include a copy of a

4. Invoices to FORA.. The Clty shall submit invoices to
monthly interval? at a mutually agre~ahle

Notice of Completion filed with the City Recorder"s office for the projeo~.
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6, Avdit. The City agrees that the City~s books and expetlditures related to the Projects shall be
subject to ~udit by FORA.

7. J\n1endmentbx. Written Jtecorded.Instrmpent. ThiE;Agt¢emcnt may be amended or modified
ln whole or in part, only by a written and recorded instrument executed by both of the pij!ties.
8. Irtdemnity and Hold I-iam1less. Clty agrees to. indemnify; defend and hold FORA .harmless
frotrt and against any l<>ss, cost c1abn or damage directly related to City's tlctlons or inactions
under this Agreement.
9. Governing; Law. Tl1is Agreemezit shaH b~ governed by and interpreted by and in accordance
with the laws of the State of California;
Agreem~nt. This Agreement along with .au>' exhibits and attachments hereto,
e.onstitutes the· entire ltgreement between the parties hereto ·concerning the subject matter
hereo£

10. Entire

l L lntemretation~ It is agreed and vnd~,rstood by the parties hereto that this Agreement has been
arrived at through ne~Ptiati?n fffid that~either party i~·to be deemed the par~y which prepared
this Agreement within the meaning of Civil C<Jde Section 1654.
12.
Attorney's Fees. If a proceeding is brougbt to enforce any part of this Agreen1ent. the
prevailing party shall ?e entitled tp recpver as an element ofcosts of s11it} and not as d~ages, a
rea.sot)able attorneys' fee t() be .fixed by the arbitrator or Court. The nprevailing party" shall be
the party entitled tq recovet• costs of snit; whether {)r r1ot the stdtproceeds to arbitrator's award or
judgment.. A party not entitled to recpver co$fs shall hot recover attor:neys' fees, . No smn f()r
attonleys1 fees shall be counted ln calculating the amount of an award Ol'Judgment for purposes
of<letetnJining whether a party is entitled to recover costs oratt{)fueys'fees;
IN WITNESS WHEREOF> the parties hereto have executed this agreeihentonthe.day·and year
a,et out ()pposlte tl1eirrespectlve signatures.

APPROVED AS TO FOR.t\1:

By:~Q.WQJ~~
CityAtto.mey ·
Rob. Wellington

~~

Pursuahtto RcsolutkmNo. 2007 ..65
ATTEST:

Bf. '~
· ·.· · .·. .•. . · ·• · ._.· . . . .
f i ,!jay,c·~
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"

\

RESOLUTION NO. 2007~65

A RESOLUTION OF !HE CITY COtJNClL OF !HE CITYOF MARINA
APp.RO\TINGRBlMBtJRSBMENT AGRE~MENT BET:WEBN FQRT QRD REUSE
AUTHORlT'{ (FORA) AND Ci'fYOF MAlUNA FOR 8Tl(BBT IMPROVEMENTS TO
CJt?SCENT STREE'f EXTENSION, ABRAMS J)ruvl3 ~ATTON PARK.WAY); EIGHTH
STREET AND SALJNAS AVENUE ~"NO AUT}J:O:RIZ!NG THE CITY MAl\lAGE}t TO
EXECUTE THE REIMBURSEMENT AGREEMENT SUBJECT TO FINAL REVIEW AND
APPROVAL BY THE CITYATTORNEY

WHEREAS, t~e qity has deternlined that it is :in.iheir best inter~st to he. thelead .agency for
design and construqtioh fox FORA Cl:P fun\led projects within the City of Marina; and

'f!HBREAS, the purpose ofthe ))reposed Reimbul'se Agreement ]s to establi$h the extent aud
manner in which City w~U ?e entitled to relmbursrm~nt by FORA fo~ t~e ClP program that
includes Crescent Street extension, Abrams Drive (Patton Parkway), Eighth Street and Salinas
Aven.tJe cpsts; and the tln1ing ofthe teiml:mrsen1entto the City by FOR A; and
WHBREAS, the ~greement wHl allow th~ City t? de$ign a.i14build all fouti1)ptoj~Q!~.~s;QJ9~8J!t-.-----~·'·- ... __
conn~tivity 'is hi{tintained 'and costs-oo116fexcc'eq the
aiio.cated; and

aggregate 'iotafof.ftuids

WHEREAS) The rebnbursemertts shall b~ made eao~ month as the qosts are incur;red f1epe11dent
on FORA receiving tbeJtmds and the fiscal year th~ project is<programn1ed in its CIP; and
WHE~AS 1

funding for costs ln~up:ed by file City to construct the approved projects will be
pro\1ided byreimburseJliehf from FORA.

NOW) TrtEREFORE NOW BEJTRESOLV:BDthat the Marina City Cotmcildoeshereby:
L

App~ove ~ r.eimburs~1tu~nt

agreement betW~¢n the. Fort Ord Reuse A\lthotity

(FOI{A) anti the City of. Marlna ~or street·. improvements. to Crescent .Street
extcmsh:m) Abratns Drive(Pat"ton Parkway), Eighth S1reet and Salinas Avenue, and;

2.

Authorize the City M®ager to execute the tehnbtlrsetilent agtee1nent subject to
.final rev.iew atld approval by the CitYAtton1ey.

PASSED AND ADOPTED, at a regular meeting ofthe City Col.lncil o:t.the City of Marina, duly
held on April 3, 2007 ,bythefoJ1qwingvote:
AYtS: Council Memberst Gray~ McCall, Morrison, W.ilmot and Mettee-McCutchon
NOES: COUrtC.il Members: None
ABSENT: CouncilMembers: None
ABSTAIN: CoM.cii Members: ·None
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Fee Creclit Assignntent

M~lrinu Commttnity Partnets.
2630 Shea Cenre•r Drh'e
£)() J3nx5064
I4iventiot-e~ CA.9455l
Attn! •Don Hofer

~eg~rdi11g the . Reimbt1rsep1~e11t. Agree;ment.:Bet~e~tl t~n~ Fott qrdReus,e·.Auth~r.ity .;~nd. the··~ity of~1$dna

f~r Stt"eet In:t;p.r~ryventen·ts t:o Greseettt St:reet Bx:tens ion, Abr;tms Odv·ct Bighth Str~et ;md. Salinas Av~rruc

dt¢e~l Ma: ·.·.. · .

. 20Q7tc th~s dqcu~e!lt~ ~till cenfi~m t~u1tp17Jtlit~. oqu~:t t~ a. tota] oJ ~.. .

8,~9{1 at~o availtl~le

to ¥arinaC<Jnlmnnity. P~rtn~rs(J\IICF) ~or ,c.o~m:ru~ctin8 St~ Stte~t frorn2nd to lrd Ayerrqe.. "fh~~le c:re<litli
will t·~ ~ssigiled ~o .She{t Ho~l~~ L'h~Jt~~ :PtJl'tnership; a C£JJif()rnia Lin:tited Patinersl1~p, fqr tl1c. Dunes 19:)
tf.). c>f~se~ F?rt (Jr·d Reuse Authority (:FORA) tees for development in lvllwina, The Fee Credit ass:ignrn.ents
ar~ dctaU~d

be,l:t>'lv:

45•.lots @· $22~560 .:;l::··• $l;OlSl200
l1oU{!) $3~69.0 =

$3~69()

Tl•e~ssi~Jln:te.nt..tnay be.·e.!id@:n~ed by.MCP's•exooutlon.o~this l~tte.r . and itsdistrlbutiontt)·~be.a·HaJnes
a Camifo1·nia. Lin~it~d Partnetship. A copy ()fthis letter shaU be submitte~ to FORA

Lintfte~ Patin~rs~ip.~

a:t. :the Um,e. o:fbuilding p~<ttnitam,Hcation $0 r.~ceive ·credit.

Deat Mr. Hofer;

:tvtCP Her~by assigns to shea Homes Limit~d l1a.rtnt!rship~ a Califun1ia LiuHted Part11ei'ship FORA. fee
ctedits. Qf $1 to l S,S.l {1~ The .·assignme.qt shall be effective .immediately,
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RETURN TO AGENDA

Subject:

Adopt 2015 FORA Legislative Agenda

Meeting Date:
A nda Number:

November 14, 2014
7c

ACTION

RECOMMENDATION(S):
Adopt the 2015 Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) Legislative Agenda (Attachment A).
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:
Since 2000, FORA staff and the Legislative Committee have solicited legislative,
regulatory, policy and/or resource allocation suggestions from the jurisdictions to
enhance and move forward the reuse and redevelopment of the former Fort Ord. This
year, FORA staff worked with JEA and Associates (FORA's legislative representatives in
Sacramento), FORA jurisdiction staff, and federal/state legislative offices to amend the
FORA Legislative Agenda to reflect the current status of funding opportunities and
program changes and to address unfinished items from the 2014 Legislative Agenda.
The Legislative Committee reviewed, considered, and approved the 2015 Legislative
Agenda at their November 5, 2014 meeting.

The items on the annual Legislative Agenda serve as the focus of the annual Legislative
Mission to Washington, DC, which typically occurs in spring. Selected FORA Board and
staff members travel to the nation's capital to meet with key legislative, military, and
governmental leaders to discuss FORA's positions and needs. The agenda also frames
issues and funding needs for the State legislative work, which may also include a
Sacramento visit in spring. The approved Legislative Agenda stands as a statement of
FORA's legislative, regulatory, policy and/or resource allocation needs.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Reviewed by FORA

t' ~

.

Controller·#.f.Jf~ h6,

Staff time for this item is included in the approved annual budget.
COORDINATION:
FORA Legislative and Executive Committees, JEA & Associates, Congressman Sam
Farr, Senator Bill Monning, Assemblymember Mark Stone, and respective staff.
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Attachment A to Item 7c
FORA Board Meeting, 11/14/2014

Fort Ord Reuse Authority
DRAFT 2015 LEGISLATIVE AGENDA
The purpose of this report is to outline 2015 Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) legislative tasks.
The FORA 2015 Legislative Agenda defines Board policy,
islative, regulatory or
federal/state resource allocation positions, and supports the 19
Reuse Plan's defined
programs for replacing the former Fort Ord military regia
nomic contributions with
is meant to assist state
comparable level civilian activity/programs. The Legislati
and federal agencies/legislative offices regarding prope
nomic development,
environmental remediation, habitat managemenU
infrastructure and
mitigation funding. The order in which the tasks a
not imply rank or
priority. Each item is considered a "priority" in acnu:~~:t:l'ita

A. VETERANS CEMETERY. Continue supool!:t:;to
Cemetery (CCCVC) development on the fo '"....·.·-...,. .-

Veterans

Issue:
equate. The former Fort Ord is
Burial space for California Centr~iii:liO~last:
ao:!Jl1;:.H:::/\
esignated in the 1990s for a
both ideally suited and centrally lvvo~"""u .·~:::j;J;~";:>Wa
c•,raJhJnnorted by multiple previous
veterans cemetery and the FORA
actions establishment
e Califo
ns Cemetery (CCCVC). In
2011, the Legis
Mil
ete
ode section 1450.1 directing
California Depart
Affai
, in cooperation with the City of Seaside,
County of Mo
local agencies, to design, develop, and
Fort Ord.
construct the
transfer of the land designated for the
an application to the U.S. Department of
proximately $6.8 million in grant funding to establish the
authored legislation that reduced the approximate $2.6
-.:mEa!·>Jederal grant and estimated project costs by $1 million
rts reduced the funding gap by another $1 million. The
ndi
Davi
Foundation provided a $350,000 loan and $150,000 in grant
funding.
•f"t'm<;·o+trnrts produced the remaining portion, which allowed the state
to accept
ent of Veterans Affairs (USDVA) grant funding by the October
15, 2013 d
eral funds were disbursed to the state in September 2014, and
construction is 's~(~:~~f:(Jie~d to begin in early 2015.
Current funding supports CCCVC design, planning, and environmental review and will
incorporate above ground columbaria, administration and maintenance buildings, a
committal shelter, minimal landscaping, and all necessary infrastructure for initial
operation. Anticipated future expansion will require additional design, planning, and review
and would include in-ground gravesites and additional columbaria, as well as other
potential ancillary uses.
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Benefits:
The CCCVC offers final resting places for the region's 50,000 (approx.) veterans.
Challenges:
Completion of the cemetery construction will require significant coordination between
FORA, the CCCVC Foundation, the California Department of General Services (DGS),
CDVA, USDVA, the City of Seaside, the County of Monterey, and other state/federal
agencies.

~

Con-l'e:r~ln,-:ll·ro

Depa
Senate
and CD

2
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C. NATIONAL MONUMENT. Assist in implementing the federal National Landscape
Conservation System (Fort Ord National Monument) designation for the former Fort
Ord Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Natural Resource Management Area
through increased trail access, completion of munitions and explosives removal,
and continued advancement of the Fort Ord Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP).
Issue:
HCP approval and implementation are essential to former Fort Ord reuse and will support
the National Monument. Advancing access connects the Nat:ignal Monument to other
Monterey Bay venues. State and national funding and further} :;~nition are critical.
Benefits:
, "'/" >
National attention to the unique flora, fauna, and recretSJ:tJ~tl <~~~~rurces found on the Fort
Ord National Monument supports Fort Ord H,~oi~,f~ Mada\'g>''' ,.,ent Plan and HCP
preservation efforts. The National Monumen\;;;:t~j~ignation e: . •. ·: ,·;rizes the national
significance of the BLM's former Fort Ord prq.~~~~~:::lo potential dono;t~~~·~pd other funding
sources. As an advocate for the designatiq..~~~~i~®l~A supports BLM's "il1.l~1~tgn and former
Fort Ord recreation/tourism, helping improv~j~~t~ource corp.~i~titiveness. ··:;;::;·h~};·:.

challenges:
''1.tt~f;,·, l~;~f:.~~';
····p·
Each year, the local BLM office
mpetes natio~~lJ~~~~[t~J'vreceive public and private grants
and federal appropriations that s .
mission.···::;~:;:•:'::::••
;~~~:~,<:.:_;:

-~~::.:-::::/·,

Proposed Position:
~ Continue to support and work
funding for former F

•nrt rac-c-io'ti~J]t:;J;:> istrict
<<:?:·~::>~

to introduce/sponsor

?

rts to create local jurisdictions financing
"'"·••,'""""'.. r military bases.
1

1'cilf1~2:: ~{.:t~t;~r;~l~Si~st

in implementing base closure recovery
mber jurisdictions that need financial tools to

,,...., .•.•.~ . . ,""'~' re.~~~.very initiatives .
..;J..,. ...,,,,,....,'"'s

for
reuse and recovery from former Fort Ord closure and
g support for habitat management protection, building removal,
nds associated with the reuse programs.

Challen
use tax or special district funds to create special financing districts
Obtaining ag
to support targe
economic recovery, affordable housing and/or infrastructure in the
climate of limited resources. Currently, there is an unclear transition process regarding the
demise of prior redevelopment agencies that may generate litigation.
Proposed Position:
~ Support legislation reactivating local agency processes for economic development.
~ Support establishment of Military Base Reuse Recovery Zones.
~ Support legislation for incentive based mechanisms to strengthen jurisdictions ability to
implement base closure recovery programs.
3
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E. AUGMENTED WATER SUPPLY. Work with local and regional agencies to secure
State and Federal funding to augment FORA's water supply capital needs.
Issue:
The FORA Capital Improvement Program includes approximately $24M to fund a Regional
Water Augmentation necessary to implement the Base Reuse Plan. Securing outside
funds to assist this requirement could help the timely implementation of recycled water
and/or desalination water facilities and smooth out upfront costs of infrastructure.
Benefits:
y::,~·~::,,";·;Y::;:»
Development projected under the Base Reuse Plan dep~({1~~~~*6n an augmented water
supply. Additional grant funding could reduce Marina Co~i:?(t:t>ter District (MCWD) cost to
secure water resources and reduce the required hefty~~.&· ,.[:fes.

Challenges:
.rs.~,~~{/
.,~,~~~'=•
Scarce funding and competing water projects tq:, . ~/~.fi~out the regiori~1~~~~'· >;.state. No current
'<~~~; , ·:·:·~>
federal/state program exists for this funding ..·\:~1~f~? .· · ·

'•~·,:"

r:ti;c~~>-·

Proposed Position:
•$-.
~ Continue to work with MCWD to ensure ··!~i~Jhe~:;:;{~]~l.:lf'their contractu a <>obligation to
FORA for water resource augmentation.
~<$:~:~~;!;~··~:;.l~:~:~~~~;~~:~;,
~ Support and coordinate
"th MCwo·~::;~MQnterey County Water Resources
llution c'S~~~~J. Agency, other agencies, and
Agency, Monterey Regional
FORA jurisdictions to secu
r sU'~~~rt. other funding mechanisms
·::;~t~;;:~f}i{::"'
proposed for this purpose.
~:;~~Yt''

w
,. ·. Transportation Agency for
linas Transit District (MST}, and local

Monterey Cou"+'''<<·r·st·>n
jurisdictions to;::~;et

ires capital and monetary mitigations of
on infrastructure on and proximate to the
this funding requires a local, or other, match from the
~t::ilt~<(.t,r:~nsportation body to bring individual roadway and transit
·
cture proximate to the former Fort Ord impacts
rmer Fort Ord.
required on-site, off-site, and regional roadway and transit
,..,..,,,i!+..,.~::;I"V''Iitigating development impacts and maintaining and improving
d~I;;:~i:ti3tmi~t6 the regional economy.

Challenges:
Applying scarce transportation funds to the appropriate projects to optimize transportation
system network enhancements. Remaining federal and state programs offering grants or
low cost resources are dwindling and increasingly competitive. An adopted HCP is an
application requirement for most federal and state transportation grant programs.

4
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Proposed Position:
;;. Support and coordinate with TAMC, FORA jurisdictions, and others for state
infrastructure bonds, federal authorization or other grant/loan/low cost resources.
;;. Request amendment to Monterey County Local Coastal Plan (LCP) for safety
improvements to Moss Landing/Castroville section of Highway 1.
;;. Advocate for approved regional improvements· to maintain traffic flow and funding for
transit improvements and active transportation.
;;. Support MST's District's effort to advocate for state and federal transit funding to
further enhance mobility options in the former Fort Ord are~.;~:;i~~":::;;.
;;. Continue/enhance ongoing coordination with congre$:$i~W~f and state legislative
representatives to secure HCP approval.
. ~~-:ff:;:f:\\li~;;~'iJ/

REMOVA4t;l!i't~!J-obby

G. BASEWIDE MITIGATION AND BUILDING
for state funds
to mitigate the regional impacts of the devel . < ·.. ··nt of Calif'{~·. ·a State University,
> SUMB camp·· .. ·..;plpact mitigation
Monterey Bay (CSUMB). Support requests
funds and seek state and other funds for
g removal.
'<s~:,~~~$9;~t·':~:.

'~i~~lt~

ornia State Uni~ersity (CSU)
development/growth. In order to
islature.
SUMB ($26 million) and other
effort is more likely to
n several building removal
nd cost savings. In both FY
SUMB in rant funding applications to the
justment (OEA) for building removal efforts.
tly prepared a Building Removal Business
rY1~t:r~•Hc-.+ration (EDA) grant application that would
">"''1!'"';;(~..,...,... · guide future removal of large multi-story
unced that CSUMB had received full funding from CSU to
r<~.·.Fn~J.s-'w•·u e building removal. Remaining basewide building
dictional) continue to impede recovery programs.
proval of off-campus mitigation impact funding requests helps
contribution. Similarly, a coordinated effort to secure building
lp all levels of the regional reuse program. Securing financial aid
for basewide b
g removal obligations will improve the overall perception of reuse
progress, increase safety by eliminating the attractive nuisance and ongoing vandalism,
reduce the "cover" for illegal dumping, and remove potential exposure to certain
contaminants within the structures. Although CSUMB's building removal efforts have been
fully funded, ongoing coordination with OEA/EDA is crucial to both entities efforts.

Challenges:
The primary responsibility for reviewing this project has transferred from OEA to EDA
Region 9. EDA is now restarting that review, which may be awarded next quarter.
5
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Proposed Position:
);;>
Support state budget off-campus impact and building removal earmarks requested by
CSU for the CSUMB campus and continue coordination with CSUMB for federal
support.
);;>
Support funding for research on the scope and scale of building removal as compared
to others in the nation.
);;>
Support funding to clear buildings in areas designated for development.
H. PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER TRAINING. Work with the Co
.. of Monterey to assist
Monterey Peninsula College (MPC) to obtain capital aa~tt~::··I:Jto~aram funding for its
former Fort Ord Public Safety Officer Training Progra
::):t!;;;;:•.:t:;::;::::;>. .

Issue:
FORA/County agreed to assist MPC in securing p
Benefits:
The Public Safety Officer Training Program ·
reuse efforts and will enhance public
·
Adequate funding is critical.
Challenges:
Funds available through the
Services, or other sources may b

the Office of Emergency

Proposed Position:
>- Pursue legislative o. . . . ;..,. .,. ,...~

secure funding sources.

I.
legislative is
~.ClP.'nr.v

for Monterey County, and the County of
some of which will have Fort Ord reuse

rts b
ncies involved in the same or interdependent projects
to obtain critical funding and also be enhanced by partnering

is limited and competition for available funds will be keen.
Coordinate and support other legislative programs in the Monterey Bay area when they
interface with former Fort Ord reuse programs.

6
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RETURN TO AGENDA

2nd Vote: Preston Park Operating and Capital Budgets
November 14, 2014
8a

ACTION

RECOMMENDATION(S):

Original Motions from October 10, 2014 Board meeting:
i. Approve/Sustain Current Rental Rate Setting Policy/Formula, Directing staff to
Provide Recommendations and a Written Summary of the Policy Prior to
Consideration of the FY 2015/2016 Preston Park Budget.
ii. Approve FY 2014/2015 Preston Park Operating and Capital Improvement Budget, to
Include a 2.4% rental Increase, Direct Staff to Extend the Rental Increase Noticing
Period from 35 to 60 Days, and Make Best Efforts to Hold Meetings Between
Alliance Management Company and the Preston Park Tenants Association.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:
Please see the attached October 10, 2014 Board meeting staff report on this item for
background information and links to pertinent materials (Attachment A).
Staff recommends approval of the Capital and Operating budgets for the Preston Park
Housing project. Staff also recommends continuing with the existing method of
establishing rents for the Preston Park Housing area, which sets rent
increases/decreases at either 3% or the Consumer Price Index- whichever is lower.
Staff fully appreciates the attention provided by the FORA Board to this item at the
June, July, August, and October Board meetings. Past Board materials are archived on
the FORA website at http://fora.org/brd111414.html
FISCAL IMPACT(S):
Reviewed by FORA Controller

4/1 ~ ./2?.

See Attachment A
COORDINATION:
Executive Committee, Authority Counsel, and Alii
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Attachment A to Item Sa
FORA Board Meeting, 11/14/14

RETURN TO AGENDA

FORT ORO REUSE AUTHORITY BOARD REPORT

Subject:

Preston Park- Rent Rate Policy Questions

Meeting Date:
Agenda Number:

October 10, 2014

Bb

I

INFORMATION/ACTION

RECOMMENDATION(S): .

i.

Receive a Preston Park Rental Rate/Policy Presentation in response to FORA Board questions
(Attachment A).
ii. Approve the current formula and policy being used to set rents at the Preston Park.
iii. Approve the FY 2014/2015 Operating and Capital Improvement Budget with 2.4% percent
rental rate increase.

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:
The Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) has overseen the management of the Preston Park
Apartments since 1997, when it entered into an agreement with the United States Army (Army) to
re-open the former Army housing area for civilian public occupancy. FORA has owned the Preston
Park Apartments since June 2000, when the property was transferred from the Army to FORA,
concurrent with the Economic Development Conveyance agreement escrow closin·g.
The FORA Board has requested a review of the background and policy for setting rental rates at
the Preston Park Apartments. In addition, the Board members asked six specific questions
regarding Preston Park rent and operations. These questions and responses are addressed below
and in more detail in Attachment A.
The foundation for the Board's policy regarding Preston Park rental rate setting tracks back to the
late 1990s. The following is a brief overview of current FORA Board policy related to the
management of Preston Park, as established by previous Board actions:
•
•
•
•
•

FORA will conduct a survey of local market rental rates to assist in establishment of rates
for new move-ins.
FORA will limit increases for in-place tenants to the lesser of the San Francisco Bay Area
Consumer Price Index increase or 3o/o.
FORA will rent 51 units as affordable (Attachment B - Deed Restriction and Regulatory
Agreement between City of Marina and FORA 2007; Amended 2009).
FORA will set rents near those being charged in privately owned properties to respond to
community concerns and contain negative impact to the private rental market.
FORA will manage the Preston Park Apartments to sustain Marina's share of rental income
consistent with the Preston Park Rabobank financing Agreement adopted in 2011.

1. The Army, FORA, City of Marina Preston Park management/leasing agreements and the
History of Master Resolution .. chapter 8, Implementation Agreement, and impact of
Preston Park Memorandum of Agreement (FORA/Marina) on rent determination.
The United States Army developed the Preston Park Housing Area (Preston Park) in the late
1980s as additional military family housing - primarily for soldiers assigned to the former Fort
Ord Military Reservation. The property was vacated shortly after the 1991 Base Realignment
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and Closure Act announcement of the downsizing of the former Fort Ord to the Presidio of
Monterey Annex. The Preston Park complex remained vacant until the area was leased from
the Army under a Finding of Suitability for Lease (FOSL) that enabled an Army/FORA Interim
Lease (LEASE) between the Secretary of the Army and FORA. In 1997, the Mid-Peninsula
Housing Coalition and FORA entered into a Sub-Lease/Management Agreement and Marina
agreed to serve as FORA's Agent for Preston Park. The purpose of the FOSL and related
agreements was to provide housing for public sector employees, military, and the general
public in response to the area overcrowding noted by several agencies. The City of Marina
was also concerned that these valuable assets would be lost if FORA did not step in to
reoccupy the units and reduce rising vandalism and deterioration from lack of use.
The FOSL and the supporting documents set the terms for the general operation of the Preston
Park area, including the process of rate setting for market rate units and, to the establishment
of 70 "affordable" units at below market rates (minimum rates established}.

2. FORA/ Preston Park commitments/policies regarding Preston Park rental rates.
The history of Preston Park rental rate setting is long and complex, intertwined between the
City of Marina, FORA, the Army, the Mid-Peninsula Housing Corporation, and Alliance, its
successor as rental manager of the property. After the property was conveyed by the Army to
FORA, FORA continued to direct Preston Park activities (including rent setting) with the City of
Marina, previously designated by agreement as FORA's agent.
More recently, the agreement establishing Marina as agent was terminated, and FORA, as
owner of the property, began working directly with the rental management company. However,
certain practices developed during the prior period have carried forward, such as the policy
establishing a formula for annual rental rate increases. This policy originated in collegial
discussions between the City of Marina and FORA during 2007-09, later taking the form of City
of Marina Council approved amendments to Deed Restrictions and Regulatory AgreementPreston Park, defining the mix of low and moderate income rents to be offered at the facility
and FORA Board passed items regarding the Preston Park Budget, including rent increases,
for both 2009-10 and 2010-11. (Attachment B). A market survey is performed to monitor the
rents of privately owned rental units in the area (Attachment G).
The FORA Board actions concurred in the City of Marina's desire to "protect existing tenants
from the impacts of increasing market rents," while allowing "adopted formulas" addressing
allowable rent increases for both jmove-ins' and 'in-place tenants.' The latter rent increases
limited to "the lesser of 3°/o or the Consumer Price Index for San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose."
A balance was achieved between tenant protections and incremental rent increases for market
units that generate sufficient revenue to adequately maintain the facility. Application of the
formulaic approach has made rental rate setting stable and less influenced by subjective
considerations.

3. The City of Marina background context regarding Preston Park rental rate setting.
During public review of the Preston Park leasing transaction, multiple members of the public as
well as Marina/Seaside real property owners expressed concern that public ownership of the
Complex would unfairly compete with privately owned properties. It was further noted that the
number of affordable units should be limited, so as to minimize concentrating families of limited
income to the former Fort Ord and adding to the perception of income inequality amongst
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Peninsula jurisdictions. Consequently, the Preston Park Management Agreement capped the
number of below market units at Preston Park at 70. In 2007, this number was revised to 51
units and codified by a regulatory agreement/deed restriction by the City of Marina and FORA.
The FORA Board approved the Sub Lease/Management Agreement, the Marina/FORA's agent
agreement, and the Management agreement with the Mid-Peninsula Housing Coalition.
Under the terms of the Mid-Peninsula Housing Management Agreement, through the
recommendation of the City acting as FORA's agent, Mid-Peninsula Housing financed and
conducted Preston Park rehabilitation, occupancy, and management. The property was
subsequently transferred from the Army to FORA in June 2000, and has been continuously
owned by FORA since.
There is a long history between City of Marina and FORA, throughout which each has
promised to hold Preston Park revenues constant for the other party. In the case of the City,
FORA has recognized that the City budget relies upon receipt of base revenue from Preston
Park to secure their General Fund and other obligations. The City recognized that FORA has
had obligations to its bondholders and other financial creditors. Such principles were enshrined
as early as 2000, when FORA issued a Revenue Bond secured by its share of Preston Park
revenue, without endangering Marina's continued receipt of its expected revenue stream. As a
rule of thumb, Preston Park base revenue after expenses was calculated to be $2 million
annually, to be split 50-50, per state law. Over time, as rents increased incrementally or certain
expenses were reduced, net revenues over expenses have increased. A rough estimate (for
explanatory purposes only) of current net revenues available to FORA and Marina would now
be $3 million, or $1.5 million each. This cushion allowed FORA to refinance its prior Preston
Park secured debt in 2010 using only 46o/o of the then total Preston Park net revenues. A
written agreement protecting Marina's 50o/o share of net Preston Park revenues was agreed to
by Marina and FORA at the time. This cushion continues to increase gradually, providing the
basis for numerous uses by both the City and FORA, including recent catch-up capital
improvements to the apartments and emergency repairs. FORA has modeled for the City of
Marina a methodology under which Marina might purchase FORA's 50°/o share of the Preston
Park revenue stream utilizing Marina's increasing incremental share of net revenue.
4. Rental History and capital improvements at Preston Park

As briefly noted above, in 2007, FORA and the City of Marina agreed in the Preston Park
regulatory agreement/deed restriction that fifty-one (51) of the total Preston Park units would
be rented at below market rate. It was also agreed that these rents would be computed at a
range· from 50o/o to 60o/o of the median county income and that no more than twenty percent
(20°/o) of the units on any one street would be rented at this level. Currently, fifty-one (51)
Preston Park units are rented at the affordable level under this provision.
In addition, 30 units are currently rented with Section 8 financial support and the remaining
units are rented at rates that are at or below the median income for Monterey County.
5. Federal/Section 8 Rents, State Programs Fair Market Rent setting explained.

The explanation of the formula and process for setting FY 2014 Monterey County Fair Market
Rents (FMR) is detailed in (Attachment C). The full description covers eight pages and is used
as a comparison to the current policy adopted by FORA and the City of Marina for Preston Park
Apartments.
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6. Impact of capital program/health and safety requirements.
The FORA Board has steadfastly maintained a policy of fully funding the capital program
requirements to sustain the quality of the housing at Preston Park. In addition, the Board has
encouraged on and off site investments for the past 15 years that exceed the minimum
requirements to meet health and safety. This has included significant investment in the area
parks, street maintenance, and upgrades. This past year all the roofing at Preston Park was
replaced under the project's capital budget. There remain window and door replacements, unit
exterior lighting will require additional funding in order to be fully accomplished. The Capital
Expenditure Budget (Attachment F) details the multiyear plan for these items.
Since the Army's transfer of Preston Park to FORA in 2000, and until 2010, Marina and FORA
shared the understanding that the FORA~Marina Implementation Agreement required Marina to
purchase FORA's interest in Preston Park should Marina desire to acquire the property. Given this
mutual understanding, Marina and FORA have coordinated since 2002 to use Preston Park and its
revenue as collateral to finance vital FORA projects, many of which directly benefit Marina. This
includes Revenue Bonds issued in 2002 to FORA for building removal and roadway construction in
the City of Marina, a 2004 loan from Community Bank to pay FORA's Pollution Legal Liability
Insurance Policy premium, and a 2006 line of credit from Rabobank to FORA to fund building/blight
removal in the City of Marina and other capital projects. In 2007, Marina purchased FORA's
interest in the apartment complex known as Abrams B for $7.7 million, which was half of the
Abrams B property appraised value. After appointing an ad hoc Preston Park negotiating committee
(composed of FORA Board members), in the Spring of 2010, Marina and FORA representatives
entered into similar negotiations for Marina to purchase FORA's interest in Preston Park.
In 2010, FORA borrowed $19 million from Rabobank, secured by a note and deed of trust on
Preston Park. Marina representatives on the FORA Board voted in favor of the loan. FORA
entered into a loan agreement with Rabobank based on its reasonably held belief that FORA would
be able to liquidate its interest in Preston Park in a timely fashion. One of the Rabobank-FORA
loan agreement terms is that the remaining principal balance on the $19 million loan
(approximately $18 million) is due on or before June 15, 2014. Now that the loan is extended, the
loan will be due on or before December 15, 2014.
After an unsuccessful negotiation, including judicially supervised mediation, concerning Marina's
potential purchase of Preston Park from FORA, in 2012, FORA initiated a sale process. On July
10, 2012, Marina filed a lawsuit against FORA, blocking FORA from selling the property. Since
that lawsuit is still pending, at its May 16, 2014 meeting, the FORA Board approved a resolution to
seek a Preston Park loan extension with Rabobank to avoid loan default and property foreclosure.
Marina's Preston Park lawsuit has also prevented FORA from completing building/blight removal in
the Cities of Seaside and Marina through FORA's 50% of Preston Park land sales proceeds.
While the lawsuit remains unresolved, as long as FORA owns Preston Park, FORA is responsible
for approving annual operating budgets, setting rental rates, funding capital improvements, and
funding facility maintenance. The court has set a November 19, 2014 trial date to hear the Marina
v. FORA case.
In prior Preston Park Board reports, lengthy items such as the Market Survey (Attachment G) and
Standard Operating Budgets were presented with only summary pages of the full reports. The full
documents are available on the FORA website using the links provided below.
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Attachment E:

http://fora.org/Board/2014/Packet/Additional/0808141tem8aAttachBPPBudget-lstPagelncrease.pdf
Attachment G:

http://fora.org/Board/2014/Packet/Additional/0808141tem8aAttachD-MarketSurvey.pdf

endations:

During the past several years, we have fallen behind the long standing policy of being comparable
to the area rental market to avoid government out-competing private property owners for tenants.
FORA and Alliance Management staff analyzed the option of recommending a rental increase
closer to the 9.4°/o rental increase in the surrounding market rate apartments but have concluded
that the recommended 2.4%) rent increase will permit the property to meet all of the operational and
capital improvement goals. The financial impacts of the rent increase are displayed by unit type in
(Attachment H). The Budget Revenue summary displays budget variances by fiscal year
(Attachment 1).
FORA and Alliance Management staff reviewed the Alliance Management Budget Memorandum
(Attachment D) on the Preston Park FY 2014-15 Operating Budget and Capital Improvement
Program Assessment and recommend approving the Housing Operating (Attachment E) and
Capital Replacement Program Budgets (Attachment F) with the 2.4°/o rent increase.
COORDINATION:
Executive Committee, Authority Counsel, and Alliance Management

Prepared

by~~~
ObertJ.N

r~t
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RETURN TO AGENDA

Executive Officer Contract Amendment
November 14, 2014
8b

ACTION

RECOMMENDATION:

Amend the Executive Officer's Contract as noted in Attachment A.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:

The Executive Officer's contract was consolidated last December to clarify the terms of his
existing employment contract and to incorporate previous amendments. In order to make
the terms of the consolidated contract consistent, clear, and lawful, some terms had to be
slightly modified. For example, the consolidated contract includes a provision consistent
with current state law that alters the Executive Officer's compensation downward by
reducing FORA's health benefit share (detailed in the October staff report). During this
process, a provision in the prior contract allowing for merit adjustments was inadvertently
eliminated (see Attachment A, page 2, Section 3(a)). The Board approved the consolidated
contract under the mistaken belief that the contract did not alter the terms of the prior
agreement. To re-establish consistency between the two contracts would require Board
approval of an amendment to allow implementation of merit adjustments.
At its October 2014 meeting, the Board voted in favor of an 8 percent increase in the
Executive Officer's compensation, as recommended by the FORA Executive Committee.
That recommendation assumed the terms of the contract between FORA and the Executive
Officer provided for merit adjustments, as was the case prior to the consolidated contract's
July 1, 2014 effective date. Because the Board acted on a mistaken belief that the
consolidated contract allowed for a merit increase, Authority Counsel recommends that the
Board approve an amendment to the current contract to include language allowing a merit
increase and consider the Executive Officer's merit increase request as a separate
subsequent item.
FISCAL IMPACT:

This item has no direct fiscal impact. Any fiscal impact associated with this
correction/amendment would be evaluated if and when a compensation adjustment is
considered.
Reviewed by the FORA Controller

~

0- ~2,

COORDINATION:

The Executive Committee, FORA Counsel
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Attachment A to Item 8b
FORA Board Meeting, 11/14/2014

EXECUTIVE OFFICER
EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT

This Executive Officer Employment Agreement (this "Agreement") is made and entered
into effective July 1, 2014 (the "Commencement Date") by and between the Fort Ord Reuse
Authority, a public corporation formed under the Fort Ord Reuse Authority Act, California
Government Code sections 67650 et seq. (hereinafter "FORA") and Michael A. Houlemard, Jr.,
an individual (hereinafter "Houlemard").

1.

RECITALS. This Agreement is made and entered into with respect to the
following circumstances:
(a)
Houlemard has served as the Executive Officer of FORA since March
1997. On or about September 21,2000 FORA and Houlemard (each a "Party" and collectively,
the "Parties") entered into an Executive Officer Employment Agreement for a term ending
June 30, 2003 (the "Employment Agreement"). On or about July 11, 2003 the Parties entered
into Extension #1 to the Employment Agreement by which the term ofHoulemard's employment
was extended through June 30, 2008. On or about June 13, 2008 the Parties entered into
Extension #2 to the Employment Agreement by which the term ofHoulemard's employment was
extended through the then anticipated end of FORA's statutory authority (June 30, 2014).
Subsequent amendment to the Fort Ord Reuse Authority Act has extended the term of FORA's
statutory authority through June 30, 2020, but the term of the Employment Agreement as
extended will expire on June 30, 2014.
(b)
Houlemard has performed his duties as the Executive Officer of FORA to
the satisfaction of FORA's governing Board ofDirectors (the "Board").
(c)
The Parties desire that the term ofHoulemard's employment as Executive
Officer of FORA should be further extended on the terms and conditions set forth in this
Agreement.
2.
TERM. The term of this Agreement shall commence on the Commencement
Date and shall end, unless sooner terminated or otherwise extended, no later June 30, 2020.

3.

COMPENSATION.

(a)
Salary, COLAs and Longevity Pay. During the term of this Agreement, as
compensation for his services as FORA's Executive Officer, Houlemard shall be paid an annual
salary of Two Hundred Seven Thousand Three Hundred Seventy-Four Dollars ($207,374.00) in
installments in accordance with the FORA's general compensation program, prorated for any
partial payroll period. If and when a Cost of Living Adjustment ("COLA") is awarded to
FORA's other employees, Houlemard's salary shall be adjusted in like proportion. Houlemard
has been receiving and during the term of this Agreement Houlemard shall continue to receive

1
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longevity pay on the same basis and subject to the same terms and conditions as apply to
FORA's other employees. Except as a consequence of a COLA or longevity pay, Houlemard's
salary shall not be adjusted during the term of this Agreement, but an incentive bonus or merit
increase may be awarded to Houlemard from time to time as provided in Section 3(b) below.
(b)
Incentive Bonus/Merit Increase. The Board may award a bonus or merit
increase to Houlemard in recognition of exemplary performance beyond that required under this
Agreement as an incentive to continue such performance. The bonus or merit increase -shall not
be considered to be salary to v;hioh Houlemard is entitled or as any form of compensation for
past performance. Rather, any bonus or merit increase shall be an inducement for future
performance. As such, in order to be eligible to receive any bonus or merit increase Houlemard
must be employed by FORA at the time any bonus or merit increase is awarded. The Board has
the sole and unbounded discretion to award or withhold a bonus or merit increase, and to
establish the amount of any such bonus or merit increase. The Board may award any bonus or
merit increase in a lump sum or in installments. The award of a bonus or merit increase should
not be expected.
(c)
Employee Taxes. Houlemard is subject to all applicable Federal and State
income tax withholdings from his income.
(d)
Retirement Contribution. Houlemard shall be entitled to participate in the
retirement program made available by FORA through the Public Employees' Retirement System
to FORA's other employees (currently 2% at 55), as the retirement program may from time to
time be amended, and in the same manner, to the same extent, and subject to the same terms and
conditions, including but not limited to contribution rates, as apply to FORA's other employees.
(e)
Paid Leave. During the term of this Agreement, Houlemard shall be
entitled to forty-nine (49) days per year as paid leave, which shall be allocated as follows:
Vacation
Sick Leave
Management Leave

26 days
18 days
5 days

Vacation, Sick Leave, and Management Leave may be collectively referred to as "Annual
Leave." Annual Leave shall accrue, be subject to accrual limits, be converted to service credit
on retirement, be cashed out, or may be used, each only in conformity with those policies
regarding Annual Leave established by FORA as they may be amended from time to time.
Houlemard shall not be required to keep time sheets, but shall inform FORA's Executive
Committee in advance of his vacation plans and shall report to the Executive Committee his use
of all categories of Annual Leave contemporaneously with taking leave.

(f)
Car Allowance. During the term of this Agreement, FORA shall pay
Houlemard Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($250.00) per month as an allowance for use of his
personal vehicle. Houlemard shall at all times during the term of this Agreement maintain
liability insurance covering the business use of his personal vehicle meeting the reasonable
satisfaction of FORA.
2
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(g)
Deferred Compensation. During the term of this Agreement, FORA shall
contribute Eight Hundred Thirty-Three Dollars ($833.00) per month into a deferred
compensation plan mutually selected by the Parties.
(h)
Insurance. Houlemard and his dependents shall be entitled to participate
in any life or health insurance programs made available by FORA to FORA's other employees
and their dependents, as such program(s) may from time to time be amended, and in the same
manner, to the same extent, and subject to the same terms and conditions, including but not
limited to contribution rates, as apply to FORA's other employees and their dependents.
(i)
Professional Dues/Conferences. Houlemard shall be entitled to attend the
conferences for which FORA budgets. If such conferences are budgeted, FORA shall also pay
for Houlemard's reasonable expenses incurred in attending such conferences in conformity with
those policies regarding reimbursements established by FORA as they may be amended from
time to time.
(j)
Holidays. Houlemard shall be entitled to the same paid holidays as are
provided to FORA's other employees.

(k)
Reimbursable Expenses. Houlemard shall be reimbursed for out-ofpocket expenses according to those policies regarding reimbursements established by FORA as
they may be amended from time to time. In acknowledgment of the monthly car allowance
described in Section 3(:f), Houlemard shall not be reimbursed for mileage associated with the
performance ofhis duties as Executive Officer.

4.
EVALUATION. The Board intends to conduct a performance evaluation on or
before June 1 of each year, at which time the Board may, but shall not be obligated to, consider
awarding an incentive bonus as set forth in Section 3(b) above. Houlemard shall provide a
timely reminder to FORA's Executive Committee to schedule the annual performance review.
The Parties agree that any failure to conduct any performance review shall not be deemed a
breach of this Agreement.
5.
EXCLUSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND OUTSIDE WORK. Houlemard agrees
to work exclusively for FORA as Executive Officer, with such duties and responsibilities as shall
be set forth by the Board, and shall so serve faithfully and to the best of his ability under the
direction and supervision of the Board. Houlemard may, without violating the exclusive services
term in this Agreement, teach or write for publication without FORA's prior approval. With the
prior written approval of the Board, Houlemard may also enter into consulting arrangements with
public or private entities if such activities do not interfere with his duties as Executive Officer.
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6.

TERMINATION. Houlemard is an at-will employee and serves at the pleasure

of the Board. Houlemard may be dismissed, and this Agreement terminated, at the discretion of
the Board for any reason or for no reason at all, except that in the event of termination pursuant
to Sections 6(c) or (d) below, FORA shall provide the notice and/or compensation as provided
therein. This Agreement may be terminated prior to its scheduled expiration date as follows:
(a)

By mutual agreement;

(b)

By Houlemard providing FORA ninety (90) days advance written notice;

(c)
By FORA through written notice to Houlemard of intent to terminate his
employment for "Cause." For purposes of this Agreement, with respect to Houlemard the term
"Cause" shall mean (i) breach of this Agreement; (ii) commission of an act of dishonesty, fraud,
embezzlement or theft in connection with his duties or in the course of his employment; (iii)
commission of damage to property or reputation of FORA; (iv) failure to perform satisfactorily
the material duties of his position after receipt of a written or verbal warning from the Board; (v)
conviction of a felony or a crime of moral turpitude; (vi) failure to adhere to or execute FORA's
policies; or (vii) such other behavior detrimental to the interests of FORA as the Board
determines. Cause shall be determined in the sole discretion of the Board. If the Board believes
that FORA has Cause to terminate Houlemard's employment, FORA shall give appropriate
written notice to Houlemard as provided in Government Code section 54957 of his right to have
the complaints or charges heard in an open session rather than a closed session of a meeting of
the Board. After written notice to Houlemard, if he does not request to have the complaints or
charges heard in open session, he shall be provided the opportunity to meet with the Board in
closed session regarding the specific complaints or charges stated in writing. Should the Board
decide after meeting to terminate Houlemard, his employment shall be terminated immediately
without rights to any appeal, severance pay or benefits other than compensation earned
(including all benefits and reimbursements accrued and then due) up to the effective date of
termination.
(d)
By FORA through written notice to Houlemard of termination without
Cause. In that event, the termination shall be effective upon delivery of the notice unless the
notice provides otherwise. If terminated without Cause, Houlemard shall be entitled to
severance pay equal to six (6) months salary, exclusive ofbenefits. At the election of the Board,
severance pay may be paid in substantially equal installments over any period up to six (6)
months.

7.

NOTICES. Notices under this Agreement shall be by United States mail, postage

prepaid, addressed as follows, or such other address as the Parties may establish and provide
written notice thereof:
Michael A. Houlemard, Jr.
2223 Albert Lane
Capitola, CA 95010

Chair of the Board of Directors
Port Ord Reuse Authority
100 12th Street
Marina, CA 93933
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8.
TERMINATION OF FORMER EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT. Effective
upon the Commencement Date, the Employment Agreement shall automatically, and without
any need for further action by the Parties, be terminated and of no further force and effect.
During the term of this Agreement, the employment relationship between the Parties shall be
controlled by the terms and conditions of this Agreement and not by any terms or conditions of
the former Employment Agreement. The foregoing provisions notwithstanding, any Annual
Leave which Houlemard has accrued but which remains unused and has not been cashed out as
of the day before the Commencement Date shall be carried over and added to the Annual Leave
which accrues pursuant to this Agreement, subject to any applicable accrual limits as may be
specified in those policies regarding Annual Leave established by FORA as they may be
amended from time to time.
9.
COMPLETE AGREEMENT. This Agreement is a full and complete statement
of the Parties' understanding with respect to the matters set forth in this Agreement. This
Agreement supersedes and replaces any and all prior or contemporaneous agreements,
discussions, representations, or understandings between the Parties relating to the subject matter
of this Agreement, whether oral or written.
10.
INTERPRETATION. This Agreement shall be construed as a whole and in
accordance with its fair meaning. It is understood and agreed by the Parties that this Agreement
has been arrived at through negotiation and deliberation by the Parties, with each Party having
had the opportunity to review and revise this Agreement and to discuss the terms and effect of
this Agreement with counsel of its choice. Accordingly, in the event of any dispute regarding its
interpretation, this Agreement shall not be construed against any Party as the drafter, and the
Parties expressly waive any right to assert such a rule of interpretation.
11.
PARTIAL INVALIDITY. If any provision of this Agreement is held by a court
of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, void or unenforceable, the Parties agree that the
remaining provisions shall nonetheless continue in full force and effect.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement effective as of the
date and year first written above.

Michael A. Houlemard, Jr.

Chair, Fort Ord Reuse Authority
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RETURN TO AGENDA

Subject:
Meeting Date:
Agenda Number:

Authorize Purchase of Pollution and Legal Liability Insurance
Cove
e
November 14, 2014
ACTION
8c

RECOMMENDATION(S):

i.

Authorize the Executive Officer to purchase Pollution and Legal Liability (PLL) Insurance
Coverage, not to exceed $1,710,000, comprised of premium, broker fee, and surplus
lines tax.

ii.

Authorize the Executive Officer to enter into repayment agreements with Named
Insureds to allow up to two years for Named Insureds to repay FORA their prorated
share of the PLL Insurance Premium, in the form of Attachment A.

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:

The October 10, 2014 Board report for item 8a includes additional background discussion.
In January 2014, the Board authorized insurance broker Marsh, Inc. and Special Counsel Barry
Steinberg to proceed with an insurance carrier selection and negotiation process for a PLL
insurance policy spanning the next ten years. Staff notes that the Army Environmental Services
Cooperative Agreement (ESCA) Grant provided FORA with $916,056 toward the purchase of
PLL insurance coverage similar to the policy that the FORA Board purchased in 2004. The
approximately $200,000 not used to purchase this policy will be reserved self-insured retention.
Three insurance carriers (Chubb, XL, and Zurich) submitted revised policy quotes at the end of
September 2014, these quotes along with additional PLL background documents are located
on the FORA website at http://fora.org/PLL.html, under Support Documents 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5.
Marsh, Inc. prepared a "Fort Ord PLL Comparison," which is also found at the website link
provided above, under Support Documents 3.2 and included under Attachment B. Chubb's
quote of $1,442,639 in insurance premium for $50 million in coverage was approximately $3.5
million less than XL, the second most competitive quote (note: insurance quotes do not include
the costs of broker fee and surplus lines tax).
After receiving an update from Special Counsel Barry Steinberg on October 10, 2014, the
Board authorized the Executive Officer, upon advice and counsel of Marsh and Special
Counsel Barry Steinberg, to negotiate policy terms and conditions, bind coverage effective
December 31, 2014 if premium is less than $2 million, and identify first-named insured to
replace FORA after its June 30, 2020 sunset.
Since this time, the Executive Officer negotiated terms and conditions of the policy. Chubb
provided an updated insurance policy quote and draft policy on November 7, 2014, found on
the FORA website at:
http://fora.org/Board/2014/Packet/Additionai/111414PLLinsuranceFORA-Fullquote11 7 2014.pdf and
http://fora.org/Board/2014/Packet/Additionai/111414PLLinsuranceEiiPolicyForm.pdf

To complete the process, staff recommends Board approval of recommendations i and ii to
purchase the overall insurance policy and complete individual insurance premium repayment
agreements with the Named Insureds.
Named Insured coverage amounts are described in the table on the following page.
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Named Insured

Requested Coverage Amount

FORA (First-Named Insured)

$11,000,000

County of Monterey (considering role of

$20,000,000

First-Named Insured after 06/30/2020
City of Seaside

$1,000,000

City of Marina

$5,000,000

City of Monterey

$5,000,000

Monterey Peninsula College

$5,000,000

Transportation Agency for Monterey County

$2,000,000

Monterey-Salinas Transit

$1,000,000

FISCAL IMPACT:

Reviewed by FORA Controller
The new insurance policy premium, surplus lines tax, and broker fee will cost approximately
$1,710,000. FORA will use $710,000 in ESCA funds dedicated for this purpose and
$1,000,000 from the General Fund to purchase the policy. FORA will receive repayment for its
General Fund expenditures up to $780,000 plus interest from the Named Insureds. FORA's
purchase of $11 ,000,000 in coverage will cost FORA $220,000 in addition to the $710,000 in
ESCA funds. After FORA is repaid, the fiscal impact to FORA will be approximately $930,000.
COORDINATION:

FORA land use jurisdictions and other agencies receiving property and accessing insurance
coverage include: City of Marina, City of Seaside, City of Monterey, City of Del Rey Oaks,
County of Monterey, Monterey Peninsula College, Transportation Agency for Monterey County,
and Monterey-Salinas Transit.
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Attachment A to Item 8c
FORA Board Meeting, 11/14/2014

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
AND MONTEREY PENINSULA COLLEGE
REGARDING PAYMENT OF MONTEREY PENINSULA COLLEGE'S
PORTION OF POLLUTION AND LEGAL LIABILITY INSURANCE
COVERAGE AND ACCEPTANCE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This Memorandum of Agreement Regarding payment of
portion of the Fort Ord Pollution and Legal Liability (PLL) ·
into between the FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
PENINSULA COLLEGE (MPC) (hereinafter referred to

WHEREAS, FORA,
Chapters 1 through 7, inclusive, comm
provisions of the California Redevelopment Law,
and Safety Code, Part 1, Chapter 4.5, Article 1,
Article 4, commencing with Section
.70, et seq.
and 50 C.F .R. 402.13 (i), is a regional
blished
to plan, facilitate, and manage the
Army (hereinafter referred to as the "
designee(s). FORA has
ted
Fort Ord Military
Secretary of......, . . . . . . . . . . . ., . .

.L..J ......__.. ..........., ............

Peninsula College's
made and entered
and the MONTEREY
"1"\"\''''f'V'\

jurisdictions or their
Authority for the former
c Adjustment on behalf of the

erties have environmental contamination
. . . . . . . . . . . . .,. . . .,. . . is largely the responsibility of the

rem
after

conveyed have either been satisfactorily environmentally
e U.S. Army to continue with remediation efforts even

determined that, in order to properly indemnify the Authority
eneficiaries, it is necessary to hold an adequate level of PLL
insurance which
address the risk associated with the acceptance of potentially
contaminated prop
, more importantly, property which may have been conveyed under the
good faith belief that contamination had been cleared but is later determined to possess
environmental contamination which was undetected or not known, and;
WHEREAS, in order to assist with the uniform coverage in amounts covering
appropriate risks, FORA staff has proceeded through an RFQ/RFP process to select an
appropriate carrier to provide the supplemental PLL insurance coverage thought to be adequate
to address environmental risks associated with these properties, and;

03-97787.5
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WHEREAS, FORA staff has asked affected land use jurisdictions to determine the
amount ofPLL insurance coverage that each will require.

WITH REFERENCE TO THE FACTS RECITED ABOVE, the Parties agree as
follows:

I.

OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES
A.

FORA

1. FORA shall negotiate terms and conditions with PLL ·
2. FORA shall be held responsible for rep
and accept terms and conditions of Chubb's PLL ·
Term of Coverage:
Amount of Coverage:
Risks Covered:

,,m.~"',,,,,,,,,,,,

coverage providers.
of insurance coverage

injuries,

Premium + Tax:
Insured:

administration. The administration will
(up to $1.7 million) and (2) collecting
cost of
of Monterey, the City of Seaside, the City of Marina, the
MPC, and FORA to pay $1,000,000 (amount remaining
erative Agreement funds) of the $1,700,000 premium.

College will purchase a $5,000,000 portion of insurance coverage.
2. Monterey
College shall be held responsible for repayment of its portion of
insurance coverage and accept terms and conditions of Chubb's PLL insurance quote as follows:
Term of Coverage:
Amount of Coverage:
Risks Covered:
Premium+ Tax:

10 years
$5 million
Remediation costs, defense costs, personal injuries,
property damages, munitions and explosives risk.
$100,000 principal payment, including the California
Surplus Lines Tax.
2 of3
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Insured:

Type of Policy:
Self Insured Retention:

FORA, City of Monterey, County of Monterey, City of
Seaside, City of Del Rey Oaks, City of Marina, MST,
TAMC, MPC, developers to be named (subject to
underwriting approval).
Claims made
$500,000 for pollution conditions; $500,000 for munitions
and explosives conditions.

3. Monterey Peninsula College shall pay FORA two
payments for its portion of the insurance cost, $50,000, plus •f"""""'·"'c
5%. The first payment is due on June 30, 2015. The second p
1
·....,

4. The principal amount of Monterey P...,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...,.
$50,000, not including interest. With a 5% interest
Peninsula College will be $52,500.
5.
Any payment obligation of
Memorandum of Agreement to be made in any fi
payable from legally available funds, if any.

IV.

payment will be
ents for Monterey

ed in this
15 shall be

NOTICE

Formal notices, demands, and
unless sent by certified
receipt, or personal
Parties as follows:

~A..-n..-n,,.,-. 1

shall not be deemed given
service with a delivery
. . . .,. ., . .,. . . . . .,..... ...,, to the principal office of the

ege, California,
Tribley
endent

Such written notices, demands, and communications may be sent in the same manner to
such other addresses as the affected Party may from time to time designate as provided in this
Section. Receipt shall be deemed to have occurred on the date marked on a written receipt as the
date of delivery or refusal of delivery (or attempted delivery if undeliverable).
[Signatures pages follow]
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Prepared by:
Patricia Cristobal
Vice President
Environmental Practice
Revised by Ed Morales

MARSH
October 28, 2014

Fort Ord Reuse Authority
Pollution Legal Liability
Policy Period: December 31, 2014- December 31, 2024

Marsh released the RFP to several environmental markets o
and 7 markets participated- AWAC, AIG, Chubb, XL, Zurich,
quote options for limits, self-insured retention and:'.m0licv term.
currently negotiating with Chubb for final terms a

I 1, 2014, a meeting was conducted
ne). The carriers were asked to
-Chubb, XL and Zurich. We are

a) $2,500,000
SIR of $1,000,000 for
MEC pollutants
a) $5,000,000
SIR of $1,000,000 for
MEC pollutants
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Please
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Note:
Defense is within the limits
Multi-year policies apply with
Surplus lines taxes and fees
TRIA coverage is not included in th
Premium is NET of commission

b) $2,575,000

Not offered

,
0

AJ)>

>=
DJQ)
0 g.
~ 3

C. CD

ate limit that is not re-instated annually
addition to the premiums listed above -approximately 3.20%
stated premiums - AP TBD

s3.

m
-DJ

:i"

0
co:;::;
~

CD

~3
-co

LEADERSHIP~ KNOWLEDGE~ SOLUTIONS ...WORLDWIDE.

MARSH &McLENNAN
COMPANIES

-

i!:o
.....1.

~

Page2
6.
7.
8.

See individual specimen forms for standard exclusions, terms, and conditions
Total premium is due within 30 days of binding
All carriers are non-admitted in the State of California and other jurisdictions. As such, they are not licensed/supervised by the State,
and in the event of insolvency, they are not covered by any State Insurance Guarantv Fund

COVERAGE SU

No
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Aggregated SIR 3 times with
maintenance

MARSH

Yes

?

Yes

?

No

No

Page 3

Auto-assignment provision after
FORA sunsets
Give-back cover for areas
undergoing or completed clean-up
via ESCA
Cancellation requires consent of all
insureds
Allocation formula for "cross-boarder"
issues between insureds

?

?

?

Excess of AIG Policy

?

?

?

?

?

Restrictions that will apply to all prr-.n~rti~c
o Asbestos and Lead arou
in Soil and Groundwater.
o In addition to excluding th

both for BI/PD and for cleanup

into two groups, each having its own restrictions
would include parcel specific restrictions, to
two groups and their respective coverage

that is consistent with the FOST standards for transfer. This may
basis depending on the complexity of FOST deed restrictions
will need to be provided to us for review)
oing remediation identified in environmental reports provided for
be necessary for all known conditions. Determinations on coverage restrictions
rity of contamination present and the adequacy of the deed restriction to

Chubb

on per ARMY indemnification.
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ESCA sites:
ESCA sites

regulatory sign off will receive coverage but excess of AIG's policy.
r remediation per ARMY indemnification.

Additional Endorsem

MARSH

nsiderations and Policv restrictions that

uire further

Page4
discussion:
Named Insured
Additional Insured
Allocated Limits once FORA is dissolved
Insured vs. Insured Language
Insured Contracts
Disclosed Documents
Primary and Non Contributory (excess of AIG
NFA type giveback for completed ESCA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ry [Wording to be provided]
be provided]

•
XL

I•

•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

-

----c.:,;.,::.::;.;::::::::::·;-;:;.;~----~--

-----------

~::;.;::;:::::::;:;:·:::.::::·:::,------

.;,~=:::-m:::;;;::::::.::x::::::

..- ----- --- ----

Conta'rtllll,~;~~~,~n Exclusion.''f~~~~~i~allpd~illl~cine material
Site Wide'~~~,.m~~mination Ex~~~~.,ion for Soil Vapor
Contaminatidg'~~clusion

..

,...,

for 11!:~1\litions and Explosives of Concern

8·-·-::;:::::·:::::_:w=·=

•

•
•

MARSH

_nw=~r~ne

for Other Acts of Terrorism

Page 5

Zurich

•
•

Exclusion of Certified Acts of Terrorism (if rejected)
Service of Process

•

Intent is to conform to terms of expiring XL Policy PEC0017
coverage will require policy modifications and manuscript
be required on this policy:
1. STF-EPC-143- Nuclear Exclusion Endorsement
2. STF-EPC-173- Minimum Earned Premium Endo
3. STF-EPC-189- Maintenance, Upgrades, Imp
4. STF-EPC-206 - Separate Policy Period for N
5. STF-EPC-217- Deed Restrictions and
6. STF-EPC-260 - Dewatering Exclusion
7. STF-GU-199- Important Notice- Service
8. U-GU-630- Disclosure of Important Info
9. U-GU-767- Cap on Losses From Certified
10. STF-EPC-MANUSCRIPT11. STF-EPC-MANUSCRIPT- Bi
12. STF-EPC-MANUSCRIPT -lncl

This document and any recommendations,
identified as the recipient herein ("you'). This
including other insurance producers, without
solely on our experience as in.~r m:mr.
should consult your own
materially affected if any
herein is based on sourcee;
between you and Marsh,
Marsh Analysis or to any
wordings or the financial conditioJ
coverage.
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MARSH

d update where necessary. We understand that this
ents. Nevertheless, the following endorsements will

"Marsh Analysis') are intended solely for the entity
tion of Marsh and may not be shared with any third party,
concerning actuarial, tax, accounting, or legal matters are based
relied upon as actuarial, accounting, tax, or legal advice, for which you
are subject to inherent uncertainty, and the Marsh Analysis could be
inaccurate or incomplete or should change. The information contained
IAI:::Jrranty as to its accuracy. Except as may be set forth in an agreement
and shall have no liability to you or any other party with regard to the
. Marsh makes no representation or warranty concerning the application of policy
makes no assurances regarding the availability, cost, or terms of insu ranee

RETURN TO AGENDA

Approve Agreement with Monterey Bay Economic Partnership
November 14, 2014
8d

ACTION

RECOMMENDATION(S):

Authorize the Executive Officer to execute an agreement, not to exceed $100,000 (Attachment
A), to join the Monterey Bay Economic Partnership (MBEP).
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:

During the Fort Ord Reuse Plan Reassessment process, a significant number of comments
expressed concern that the employment and other economic benefits were lagging behind and
required attention. In response, many Board members and speakers at the Fort Ord Reuse
Colloquium suggested strengthening Fort Ord job creation activities and developing a program
of enhancing the intellectual property transfer and strengthening economic development
connections to benefit the overall recovery program. In response, staff created a new position
of Economic Development Specialist and the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) Finance
Committee, Executive Committee and Board reviewed this proposal last spring. The Board
specifically added accountability and performance measures to determine the success of such
a position and limited funding to two years. On June 20, 2014 the FORA Board approved an
Economic Development Specialist staff position and, in the position description, the total
salary/benefits/support package was set not to exceed $164,000. FORA independent Human
Resources consultant, Avery Associates, recommend a $90.7K to $115.8K salary range based
on the Job Description reviewed by the Board in approving the creation of the position.
The recruitment effort yielded fifteen applications and four applicants were advanced for
interviews by a panel comprised of representatives from the local jurisdictions, education, and
business communities. After completing interviews, the top ranked candidates expressed
reservations about the level of compensation, the employment term limitations, and short
timeframe for performance assessment and elected not to accept or not respond to
employment offers.
Staff coordinated with members of the interview panel and explored alternatives to address this
unsuccessful recruitment effort. In the past few weeks, several ideas have surfaced. Interview
panelists generated the following three options:
1. Re-initiate the position advertisement and extend the search to other states/ regions
for the same staff position; purchase national executive search firm assistance;and
consider increasing the compensation or Board directed term limitations.
2. Reconfigure the position advertisement to solicit consultant proposals to perform the
same functions as an Economic Development Specialist; conduct a selection
process for consultant services.
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3. Representatives of MBEP (Mary Ann Leffel and Bud Colligan) have suggested
FORA consider investing as a major contributor to the MBEP and acquire these
services through that means. In particular, MBEP would provide to FORA:
i. Data organization and stewardship
ii. Opportunity site reporting
iii. Clearing house for economic development and job creation
opportunities
Under this option, FORA would enter into an agreement with MBEP for Economic
Development Specialist Services, not to exceed $100,000, potentially leveraging
local investor(s) to match FORA's $100,000 contribution. FORA would reallocate
the remaining $64,000 in available budget to support the economic development
specialist work conducted by MBEP, which may include acquiring part-time
administrative support and additional staff assignments.
In reviewing these three options, staff concluded that the MBEP has the greatest potential to
benefit the overall Fort Ord recovery program and is uniquely qualified since it is the only entity
performing this level of work with broad reach, community support, capacity, and economic
development mission.
On October 1, 2014, the Executive Committee reviewed these options and directed staff to
include this item for Board consideration at its October 10 meeting. Due to time limitations, the
item was not reviewed on October 10 and is scheduled for review on November 14.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Reviewed by FORA controller

~vr ,!~,

The Board approved up to $164,000 for the Economic Development Specialist salary and
related funding at the June 20, 2014 meeting. The MBEP agreement will not exceed $100,000
and administrative support and staff reassignment will not exceed $64,000, resulting in net
expenses within the approved budget.
COORDINATION:
MBEP, Authority Counsel, Executive and Administrative Committees.
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Attachment A to Item 8d
FORA Board Meeting, 11/14/2014

Partnership Agreement
Memorandum of Understanding
THE FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
and
THE MONTEREY BAY ECONOMIC P
responsibilities and expectations
("FORA") and the Monterey Bay
· regard to combining FORA's
and the MBEP (collectively
economic development
egion. The purpose of
from former Fort
facts:

This Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") d
between the Fort Ord Reuse Authority, a subdivision o
Economic Partnership, a private non-profit asso
regional interests with the MBEP's regional ·
hereinafter, the "Parties") are independently
programs that are stn1ctured to benefit the
this partnership is to aid both Parties' future course
Ord closure and economic development
is entered
TA1"1'Y'It:>'f

A.
FORA is a regional agency ·
facilitate and manage the
the former Fort Ord
former Fort Ord .,... . . . . . . . ,.. . . . . '

Code Section 67650 to plan,
from the closure/downsizing of
as "Fort Ord") and to facilitate
·ves, professionals and public agencies that
:'ITP "11n"\P1"\t, education, and the community to
that reflect a strong environmental, business
1

C.

pro grams that
D.
The
business location/relo
strengthening or exp
Monterey County jobs.

and cooperatively working on economic development
Fort Ord and Monterey Bay Region.
supporting economic recovery and enhancement efforts such as
enterprises currently active in the Monterey Bay Region, and
businesses to increase production or diversification to increase

E.
The FORA Board of Directors and the MBEP leadership find it to be mutually beneficial
to join these independent efforts to establish and sustain a coordinated approach to accomplish both
Parties' economic development goals/objectives in the coming fiscal years.
F.
The Parties now desire to enter into this MOA to set forth the Parties' understanding with
regard to combining the MBEP's regional interests with FORA's regional interests and the Parties' future
course of conduct with respect to recovery from former Fort Ord closure and economic development.
AGREEMENT
Now, therefore, for valuable consideration, as noted below, the Parties agree as follows:
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1.

Creation of an Economic Development Program. FORA acknowledges that it is solely
responsible for the implementation of the terms and conditions of the former Fort Ord recovery
program and any related policies, such as the Base Reuse Plan. In accordance with State Law,
FORA will complete those recovery financing, planning, and other defined policies.

2.

FORA Financial Support. FORA agrees to join MBEP at a level of $100,000 per year in funding
from FORA resources and/or other sources of grant funds secured by FORA for FY 14/15 and FY
15/16.

3.

MBEP Financial Support. The MBEP hereby agrees to provide $100,000 per year in funding from
MBEP resources and/or other sources of private business or individual financial support secured
by the MBEP for FY 14/15 and FY 15/16 to match the
edicated to membership in MBEP
by FORA for economic development needs.

4.

MBEP Services.
a. General MBEP Services:
partners, including FORA:
1. Advocate for sustainable

11.

information ab
and the public.
Provide acco . .

general services to all its
consistent with the
resource for factual
makers, business

u ... ,,....,L/.1..1..

111.

non-profit entities regarding

lV.

priorities and workforce needs.
the continued success of our Department of

v.

data, introductions, and networking.
provide the following specific services to all its
Economic Development Forum and Forecast for the
provide an annual "State of the Region" report.
on 2 - 3 regional initiatives per year with important economic
iii.

sector roundtables of key stakeholders in critical Monterey Bay
region
sectors.
iv. Support regional efforts for the former Fort Ord's Economic Recovery through
Educational Reuse Programs and Environmental Conservation.
v. Host the standard International Economic Development Corporation (IEDC) data
sets on the MBEP website.

5.

Maximum FORA Investment. FORA's investment is $100,000 annually for fiscal years
2014/2015 and 2015/2016. FORA shall be entitled to all "Chairman" investor benefits as set forth
in the MBEP "Investor Benefits" as set forth in the document attached hereto as Exhibit "A."
FORA will be invoiced by MBEP upon FORA board approval.
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6.

Facilities and Equipment. FORA agrees to make conference rooms and other facilities available
to MBEP for coordinated use to implement the terms of this MOA - subject to scheduling
availability as contrasted with other FORA program demands.

7.

Exhibits. All exhibits referred to herein/ attached hereto are by this reference incorporated.

8.

Time. Time is and shall be of the essence of each term of this MOA.

9.

Severability. If any of the provisions of this MOA are determined to be invalid or unenforceable,
those provisions shall be deemed severable from the remainder of this MOA and will not cause its
invalidity unless this MOA without the severed provisions would frustrate a material purpose of
either party in entering into the MOA.

MONTEREY
PARTNERSHIP

BAY

ECONOMIC

By: ________________________~
Brian E. Turlington
Its: President
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Exhibit "A"
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RETURN TO AGENDA

City of Del Rey Oaks Land Sales Transaction
November 14, 2014

Be

INFORMATION/ACTION

RECOMMENDATION(S):
i.
ii.

Receive a land sales transaction summary report (Attachment A).
Authorize the Executive Officer to execute Amendment #1 to the City of Del Rey Oaks
(ORO)/ Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) Insurance Repayment Agreement (ORO/FORA
Repayment Agreement) (Attachment B).

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:
The ORO recently completed a land sales transaction for 73 acres and an Option Agreement for
the future sale of 268 acres of its former Fort Ord lands with developer Monterey Peninsula
Properties, LLC. FORA received $1.2 million for the 73 acre transaction and anticipates receiving
approximately $8 million for the future 268 acres transaction in accordance with the FORA-ORO
Implementation Agreement's 50/50 land sales proceeds sharing provisions. Such fair share
provisions will also be analyzed with any future FORA Consistency Determination review for ORO.
To date, FORA loaned ORO $715,768 in funds to cover ORO's portion of PLL insurance during
years of financial hardship. ORO and FORA negotiated Amendment #1 to assure ORO's loan
payment commitments are met during the sale of ORO property. Amendment #1 to the
ORO/FORA Repayment Agreement provides proration of Del Rey Oaks' outstanding PLL
insurance payments to FORA to coincide with the current and anticipated land sales transactions:
21 percent (73 acres/341 total acres) of the balance will be paid currently and 79 percent (268
acres/341 total acres) of the balance will be paid when Monterey Peninsula Properties, LLC
exercises its option to purchase the remaining 268 acres.
FISCAL IMPACT:

Reviewed by FORA Controller

~ ~ ,{ 23,

FORA collected $1.2 million from the sale of 73 acres, which was an estimated amount of FORA's
50°/o land sale proceeds. FORA will receive approximately $8 million for the future sale of 268
acres. Should the Board authorize Amendment #1 to the ORO/FORA Repayment Agreement, it
will result in immediate payment of $162,806 (21 o/o of the outstanding balance including interest)
and future payment of $565,456 (79°/o of the outstanding balance plus accrued interest) within the
next 3 years. The staff time for this item is included in the approved FORA budget.
COORDINATION:
City of Del Rey Oaks, Administrative and Executive Committees.

Prepared by

~ J~

IJ()Tlatharl Garcia
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Attachment A to Item Be
FORA Board Meeting, 11/14/14
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Attachment B to Item 8e
FORA Board Meeting, 11/14/14

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
CONCERNING REPAYMENT TO THE FORT ORO REUSE AUTHORITY OF A POLLUTION
LEGAL LIABILITY INSURANCE LOAN
FOR CITY OF DEL REY OAKS FORMER FORT ORO PROPERTY
By and Between
THE CITY OF DEL REY OAKS ("ORO")
THE FORT ORO REUSE AUTHORITY ("F
PARTIES TO THE MEMORANDUM OF UNDE
AMENDMENT #1
This AMENDMENT #1 to MOU (attached) is made a
(collectively, "Parties") on October 10, 2014.
All Terms and Provisions of the MOU remain
which are incorporated by reference into the
Amendment #1 are not consistent with the MOU, th
Section A.

for modifica
extent the
ns shall govern.

·n Section A
difications in

Terms

1.
2. The original
years, throu
3. By Nove
ORO pro
(including 5
e to

6.

yment of a loan made by
at partially benefitted ORO.
30, 2015 is extended for three
th September 12, 2014 sale of a portion of
will make a prorated payment of $162,806
68 loan. Once this prorated payment is
e paid by ORO to FORA on this loan is
remaining balance of $565,456 on the loan and all accrued
n the sale of the remaining ORO property on the former
ina
the MOU, whichever occurs first.
y sub it this Amendment #1 to the ORO City Council for its
of Amendment #1. The MOU was and Amendment #1 is
on approval by the FORA Board and the ORO City Council.
ure its loan obligation to FORA of $565,456 by real property
er Fort Ord.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this AMENDMENT #1 as of the
date set forth at the beginning of this AMENDMENT #1. The following concur with this
AMENDMENT #1.

Michael A. Houlemard, Jr.
Executive Officer
Fort Ord Reuse Authority

Daniel Dawson
City Manager
City of Del Rey Oaks
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
CONCERNING REPAYMENT TO THE FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY OF A POLLUTION
LEGAL LIABILITY INSURANCE LOAN
FOR CITY OF DEL REY OAKS FORMER FORT ORD PROPERTY
By and Between
THE CITY OF DEL REY OAKS ( ICDRO") AND
THE FORT ORO REUSE AUTHORITY ("FORA") AS
PAHTIES TO THE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING ( "MOU")
This 'MOU ~is made and entered into between FORA and DRO, (collectrvely, "Parties").
The Parties to the MOU are individually interested in defining the terms of repayment from ORO
to FORA for FORA's purchase of Pollution Legal Liability (. "PLL") insurance coverage. To this
end, the Parties have met formally and informally over past weeks, and:
WHEREAS, ORO acknowledges the indebtedness to FORA for the PLL coverage secured in
2004 to benefit the development of ORO former Fort Ord parcels, ORO specifically ratifies the
existence of the· debt, and ORO intends to repay the debt upon the terms set forth in this MOU;
and
WHEREAS, the Parties recognize the impact of the recent recession and financial difficulties of
ORO's past development team; and
WHEREAS, the Parties agree that it is timely and agree that it is in the best interests of the
reuse of the former Fort Ord to provide a payment program setting forth terms of loan
repayment.
NOW THEREFORE, in furtherance of the objectives set forth above, and in accordance with an
terms, conditions, limitations and exceptions provided below, the Parties agree as follows:
TERMS AND AGREEMENTS
Section A.

Terms of this MOU

1. The terms of this MOU are for the purposes of defining the repayment of a loan
secured by FORA to pay for the purchase cost of a PLL insurance policy that partially
benefited ORO.
2. The original term of this MOU is two (2) full calendar years, beginning on the effective
date of July 1, 2013 and ending on June 30, 2015, unless sooner terminated or
renewed as provided for in this MOU.
3. The amount remaining to be paid on this loan as of July 1, 2013 is $715,767.58.
4.. ORO agrees to repay the full amount of the loan and all accrued interest at a rate of
5o/o upon the termination of this agreement or upon the execution of an Agreement
with a developer for ORO property on the former Fort Ord, whichever is earlier.
5. ORO agrees to timely submit the MOU to the ORO City Council for its approval of the
terms of the MOU.
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Del Rey Oaks/FORA MOU

MISCELLANEOUS
Section B.

Modification or Amendment

This MOU is not subject to modification or amendment except in writing signed by the
Parties and approved by the FORA Board of Directors and the ORO City Council.
Section C.

Interpretations

This MOU integrates all of the terms and conditions mentioned herein or incidental
heretoj and has been arrived at through negotiation, has been reviewed by each party's
respective counsel, and no party is to be deemed the party which prepared this MOU within the
me-aning of GaHfornia.Clvil Code Section 1654.
Section D.

Notices and Correspondence

Any notice required to be given to any party shall be in writing and deemed given if
personally delivered upon the other party or deposited in the United States mail, and sent
certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid and addressed to the other party at the
address set forth below, or sent via facsimile transmission during normal business hours to the
party to which notice is given at the telephone number listed for fax transmission:
If to FORA:

Michael A. Houlemard, Jr.
Executive Officer
Fort Ord Reuse Authority
920 Second Avenue
Marina, GA 93933
Telephone~

Facsimile:

If to DRO:

(831) 883-3672
(831) 883-3675

Daniel Dawson
City Manager
Del Rey Oaks
650 Canyon Del Rey Road
Del Rey Oaks, CA 93940
Telephone:
Facsimile:

(831) 394-8511
(831) 394-6421

2
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Del Rey Oaks/FORA MOU
Section

E.

Indemnification

ORO shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless FORA and its officers, agents and
employees, from and against any and all claims, liabilities and losses whatsoever (including but
not limited to, damages to property, and injuries to or death of persons, court costs and
attorneys fees) occurring or resulting to any and all persons, firms or corporations furnishing or
supplying work, services, materials, or supplies hired in connection with the performance of this
MOU, and from any and all claims, liabilities and losses occurring or resulting to any person,
firm, or corporation for damage, injury, or death arising out of or connected with the performance
of this MOU. The provisions of this Section shall survive the termination or expiration of this
MOU.
Section F.

Applicable Law

California law shall govern this MOU.
Section G.

Attornevs' Fees

If any lawsuit is commenced to enforce any- of the terms of this MOU, the prevailing party
will have the right to recover its reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of suit from the other party.
Section H.

Severability

If any term of this MOU is held .by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, void or
unenforceable, the remainder of the provisions shall continue in full force and effect unless the
rights and obligations of the parties have been materially· altered or abridged by such
invalidation, voiding or unenforceability.
Section I.

Waivers

Any waiver by the Parties of any obligation or condition in this MOU must be in writing.
No waiver will be implied from any delay or failure by either FORA or ORO to take action on any
breach or default of Parties or to pursue any remedy allowed under this MOU or applicable law.
Any extension of time granted to any of the Parties to perform any obligation under this MOU
shall not operate as a waiver or release from any of its obligations under this MO.U.
Section J.

Title of Parts and Sections

Any titles of the sections or subsections of this MOU are inserted for convenience of
reference only and shall be disregarded in interpreting any part of the MOU's provisions.
Section K.

Conflict of Interest

(a)
Except for approved eligible administrative or personnel costs, no person who
exercises or has exercised any functions or responsibilities with respect to the activities
contemplated by this MOU or who is in a position to participate in a decision~making process or
gain inside information with regard to such activities, may obtain a personal or financial interest
or benefit from the activity, or have an interest in any contract, subcontract or MOU with respect
thereto, or the proceeds thereunder, either for themselves or those with whom they have family
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Del Rey Oaks/FORA MOU .
or business ties, during, or at any time after, such person's tenure. Parties shall exercise due
diligence to ensure that the prohibition in this Section is followed.
(b)
The conflict of interest provisions of the above paragraph apply to any person who
is an employee, agent, consultant, officer, or any immediate family member of any official of
either FORA or ORO, or any person related within the third (3rd} degree of such person.
Section L:

Parties Bound Notwithstanding Lack of Information Regarding Subject Properties

The Parties are entering into this MOU with limited information. The lack or limitation of
any information shall not effect in any way the liabilities or obligations of the parties under this
MOU.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this MOU as of the date set forth at
the beginning of this MOU. The f owing concur with this MOU.

Michael A. Houlemard, Jr.
Executive Officer
Fort Ord Reuse Authority

Daniel Da son
City Man ger
City of D I Rey Oaks

4
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RETURN TO AGENDA

Update on Prevailing Wage Compliance
November 14, 2014
8f

INFORMATION

RECOMMENDATION:

Receive a prevailing wage requirements report on the former Fort Ord.
DISCUSSION:

Over the years, the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) Board has received several
presentations regarding the applicability and enforcement of prevailing wage on the former
Fort Ord. Recently, the FORA Board and staff received correspondence from an organized
labor representative indicating concern regarding enforcement of the prevailing wage
requirement within the City of Marina. FORA and City of Marina staff meet and as a result
of this meeting look forward to a swift resolution of this matter, but it does present an
excellent opportunity to review the prevailing wage requirement and both FORA's and the
jurisdictions' role in enforcement.
BACKGROUND:

Adoption of prevailing wage as a base-wide policy originally surfaced during the legislative
debates around the creation of FORA. While the FORA enabling legislation did not
include provisions for prevailing wage, the initial FORA Board meeting explored the policy
question in the exchanges about adoption of a procurement code. In fact, the FORA
Board's first action in setting prevailing wage policy occurred on July 14, 1995, with the
adoption of Ordinance No. 95-01. This Ordinance established FORA's Procurement
Code, which requires prevailing wage to be paid to all workers employed on FORA's
construction contracts. The FORA Master Resolution was adopted on March 14, 1997.
Article 3.03.090 of the Master Resolution requires that prevailing wage be paid for all first
generation projects occurring on parcels subject to the Base Reuse Plan.
Discussion regarding application of prevailing wage continued and was included in Base
Reuse Plan compliance actions through 2006, when the Board engaged in further policy
In August 2006, the Board received a status report on the
clarification actions.
jurisdiction's efforts to adopt and implement prevailing wage policies consistent with
Chapter 3 of the Master Resolution. That report was the result of FORA Executive
Committee and Authority Counsel's examination of FORA's role in implementing prevailing
wage policies on the former Fort Ord. Since 2006, the FORA Board has heard compliance
concerns expressed by the Labor Council, received several additional reports, slightly
modified a section of Chapter 3 of the Master Resolution, and directed staff to provide
information to the jurisdictions about compliance.
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In September 2013, FORA Executive Officer provided an informational overview of
prevailing wage requirements on the former Fort Ord. Attached to this report is PowerPoint
presentation which attempts to further clarify prevailing wage policy implementation and
enforcement (Attachment A). Staff expects to provide added comment and anticipates
comments from labor, developers and the public at the November meeting.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Reviewed by FORA Controller _ _

Staff time for this item is included in the approved FORA budget.

COORDINATION:

FORA Board, City of Marina, FORA Authority Counsel
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RETURN TO AGENDA

Regional Urban Design Guidelines (RUDG) Status Report
November 14, 2014

INFORMATION

8
RECOMMENDATION(S):

Receive a Regional Urban Design Guidelines (RUDG) Status Report from consultants Jason King
(Dover, Kohl & Partners) and Bill Lennertz (National Charrette lnstitute/NCI).

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:
Lead consultant Jason King and charrette facilitator Bill Lennertz will conducUiead public stakeholder
interviews and small group meetings on Thursday November 13 and Friday November 14
respectively. NCI is internationally recognized for community engagement processes, working
directly with governments and communities to improve outcomes of public planning processes. Mr.
Lennertz and Mr. King will provide a report/update of the RUDG process and offer an introduction to
the NCI Charrette process. This update/status report is part of the RUDG process ongoing goal
continuing education leading to a successful outcome of the RUDG process. Please see Item 1Of for
additional information regarding the RUDG process.

FISCAL IMPACT:
Reviewed by FORA Controller
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Staff time for this item is included in the approved FORA budget. FY 2014-2015 Reuse Plan
Implementation budget includes funding to pay for consultant services.

COORDINATION:
Administrative Committee, Post Reassessment Advisory Committee, RUDG Task Force
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RETURN TO AGENDA

Subject:

Outstanding Receivables

Meeting Date:
Agenda Number:

November 14, 2014
10a

INFORMATION

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Receive a Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) outstanding receivables update for October 2014.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:
Development Fee/Preston Park: In 1997, the U.S. Army and FORA entered into an interim lease
for Preston Park. Preston Park consisted of 354 units of former Army housing within the
jurisdiction of the City of Marina (Marina). Marina became FORA's Agent in managing the
property. Marina and FORA selected Mid-Peninsula Housing Coalition to manage the property
and lease it to tenants. In 1998, Mid-Peninsula completed rehabilitating Preston Park units and
began leasing the property to the public. After repayment of the rehab loan, Marina and FORA
have by state law each shared 50%, of the net operating income from Preston Park.
The FORA Board enacted a base-wide Development Fee Schedule in 1999. Preston Park is
subject to FORA's Development Fee Schedule overlay. In March 2009, the FORA Board
approved the MOU between FORA and Marina whereby a portion of the Preston Park
Development Fee was paid by the project. In 2009, Marina transferred $321 ,285 from Preston
Park, making an initial Development Fee payment for the project. The remaining balance is
outstanding and is the subject of current litigation.
FISCAL IMPACT:
All former Fort Ord projects are subject to either the developer fee overlay or the Community
Facilities District fees to pay fair share of the California Environmental Quality Act required
mitigation measures. In addition, the outstanding balance is a component of the Basewide
Mitigation Measures and Basewide Costs described in Section 6 of the FORA Implementation
Agreements. If any projects fail to pay their fair share it adds a financial burden to other
reoccupied or development projects to compensate.
COORDINATION:
Executive Committee
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Habitat Conservation Plan Update
November 14, 2014
10b

INFORMATION

RECOMMENDATION(S):
Receive a Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) and State of California 2081 Incidental Take Permit (2081
perm it) preparation process status report.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:
The Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA), with the support of its member jurisdictions and ICF International
(formerly Jones & Stokes), FORA's HCP consultant, is on a path to receive approval of a completed
basewide HCP and 2081 permit in 2015, concluding with US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) issuing federal and state Incidental Take Permits.
After meeting with CDFW Chief Deputy Director Kevin Hunting on January 30, 2013, FORA was told
that CDFW and BLM issues require a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between CDFW and
BLM, outlining certain assurances between the parties, resulting in additional time. Also, according to
CDFW, final approval of an endowment holder no longer rests with CDFW (due to passage of SB 1094
[Kehoe]), which delineates specified rules for wildlife endowments. However, CDFW must review the
funding structure and anticipated payout rate of the HCP endowment holder to verify if the assumptions
are feasible. CDFW has outlined a process for FORA and the other Permittees to expedite compliance
with endowment funding requirements. FORA has engaged Economic & Planning Systems (EPS) to
provide technical support during this process.
Other technical issues and completion of the screen check draft HCP should be accomplished by early
November 2014. If the current schedule is maintained, FORA staff expects a Public Draft HCP
available for public review by early 2015. Update: On March 25, 2014, FORA representatives met with
CDFW Chief Deputy Director Kevin Hunting, University of California and State Parks representatives to
address outstanding State to Fed and State to State policy issues. State Senator Bill Manning
convened a follow-up meeting on June 23 in Sacramento and general agreement was achieved to set a
date for concluding all comments from all agencies and to publish the HCP shortly thereafter. A
technical meeting was held July 30, 2014 with BLM, Permittees, USFWS, and CDFW representatives to
review HCP governance and cost items. Comments on HCP technical items and agreements were
received by the August 29, 2014 deadline. ICF and Denise Duffy Associates (Environmental Impact
Report/ Environmental Impact Statement consultant) are completing covered activities analyses and are
preparing the screen check draft HCP. Staff expects the screen check draft HCP to be complete by
December 2014.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Reviewed by FORA Controller
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Staff time for this item is included in the approved FORA budget.
COORDINATION:
Administrative Committee, Executive Committee,
CDFW

Prepared by

I

~A~
Jonathan Garcia
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RETURN TO AGENDA

November 14, 2014
10c

INFORMATION

RECOMMENDATION:
Receive a report from the Administrative Committee.

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:
The Administrative Committee met on October 1, 2014 and November 5, 2014, the
approved minutes of which will be provided in the December Board packet.

FISCAL IMPACT:
Reviewed by the FORA Controller
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Staff time for the Administrative Committee is included in the approved annual budget.

COORDINATION:
Administrative Committee
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RETURN TO AGENDA

Finance Committee
November 14, 2014

INFORMATION

10d
RECOMMENDATION:
Receive a report from the Finance Committee.

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:
The Finance Committee is scheduled to meet on December 1st to discuss the FY 13-14
Financial Audit Report. Minutes from this meeting will be included in the December Board
packet.

FISCAL IMPACT:
Reviewed by the FORA Controller
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Staff time for the Finance Committee is included in the approved annual budget.

COORDINATION:
Finance Committee
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Post Reassessment Advisory Committee
November 14, 2014
10e

INFORMATION

RECOMMENDATION(S):

Receive a Post Reassessment Advisory Committee (PRAC) activity/meeting report.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:

The PRAC met on Thursday October 9 and October 30. Both meetings focused on planning for the
Fort Ord Trail symposium scheduled for Thursday, January 22, 2015. The Symposium is currently
planned to be sponsored by multi-agencies, including the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA), CSUMB,
Transportation Agency for Monterey County (TAMC), and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM).
The PRAC discussion focused on development of a symposium agenda including potential topics,
speakers and timelines (Attachment A). A draft budget outline is included in the PRAC meeting
PowerPoint based on actual costs for the 2013 Fort Ord Colloquium.
The next meeting of the PRAC was scheduled for Friday, November 21 from 9:00am to -11:00 am.
Approved minutes from the October 9 meeting are attached (Attachment B).
FISCAL IMPACT:

Reviewed by Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) Controller

41;¥-~Z'
,

Staff time for this item is included in the approved FORA budget. Costs associated with Fort Ord Trails
Symposium were not anticipated in the approved 14-15 Reuse Plan Implementation budget. Based
on the costs of the 2013 Fort Ord Colloquium, the total cost for the Fort Ord Trails Symposium is
estimated at $18,000. These costs could be covered by the Reuse Plan Implementation budget.
COORDINATION:
PRAC, CSUMB, TAMC, BLM, Administrative and Executive Committees.
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etz, Associate Planner
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Attachment B to Item 1Oe
FORA Board Meeting, 11/14/14

FORT ORO REUSE AUTHORITY
BASE REUSE PLAN POST-REASSESSMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE (PRAC)
MEETING MINUTES
1:00 p.m., Thursday, October 9, 20141 FORA Conference Room
920 2nd Avenue, Suite A, Marina, CA 93933

1. CALL TO ORDER
Confirming a quorum, Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) PRAC Chair Jerry Edelen called the
meeting to order at 1:OOpm. The following people were in attendance:
Committee Members
Jerry Edelen (Chair), Del Rey Oaks
Jane Parker, Monterey County
Gail Morton, City of Marina
Victoria Beach, Carmel-by-the-Sea
Andre Lewis, CSUMB
Staff
Michael Houlemard, FORA
Steve Endsley, FORA
Josh Metz, FORA

Other Attendees
Eric Morgan, BLM
Rachel Saunders, Big Sur Land Trust
Tim O'Halleran, member of the public
Bob Schaffer, member of the public
Jane Haines, member of the public
Steve Matarazzo, UCSC
Margaret Davis, member of the public

2. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
MOTION: Gail Morton moved, seconded by Jane Parker, to approve the September 26, 2014
meeting minutes, as presented.
MOTION PASSED: Unanimous.

3. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Member of the public Margaret Davis invited committee members and the public to a Veterans
Day celebration at the Fort Ord Warhorse building.
4. BUSINESS ITEMS
Staff presented an updated draft Trails Symposium agenda, potential speaker list and event
schedule for discussion (Attachment A). Members gave input on the agenda and Staff made
notes for a future revision. Discussion focused on how much to integrate the Regional Urban
Design Guidelines (RUDG) consultants into the Symposium. Consensus was reached on the
idea of using one representative from the consultant team and one additional speaker in each of
the 3 main topic areas (Regional Coordination, Economics and Design). Members also
recommended FORA staff present the local context to summarize regional trail planning already
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underway in the region (Attachment B). Members requested staff to contact potential speakers
and bring back an updated list of options for the following meeting.
5. ITEMS FROM MEMBERS

None.
6. NEXT STEPS

a. FORA staff will continue to:
i. monitor highway signage progress
ii. bring recommended speaker bios for consideration at Trails Symposium
iii. coordinate the Fort Ord Regional Trails Symposium at CSUMB on January 22, 2015
7. ADJOURNMENT

The next meeting of the PRAC was set for Thursday October 30 at 12:45pm. The meeting was
adjourned at approximately 2:30pm.

Minutes prepared by Josh Metz
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RETURN TO AGENDA

Regional Urban Design Guidelines Task Force
November 14, 2014
10f

INFORMATION

RECOMMENDATION(S):
Receive Regional Urban Design Guidelines (RUDG) Task Force Update.

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:
The Board approved the contract for RUDG services with Dover, Kohl & Partners at its August 8,
2014 meeting. Since then, the contract has been finalized and initial steps in the Scope of Work are
underway. On Monday September 22, the consultant team engaged a Start-up meeting with the
RUDG Task Force from 1:00 to 3:00 pm. The goals of the meeting were to ensure: 1) necessary
steps are taken for an effective launch, 2) the consultant and stakeholders begin interacting to enable
a quality outcome, and 3) sufficient background information/data/guidance is provided to the
consultant team.
The meeting was well attended with Board and Committee members, partner agency representatives
and members of the public. Discussion centered on the forthcoming process including details about
the Site Visit and Charrette. Members and stakeholders contributed to a broad stakeholder list for
consideration as interviewees during the Site Visit.
On November 12-19, 2014, the consultant team will conduct a site visit, including an in-depth tour
by team principals, small group interviews with key stakeholders, and November Board meeting
presentation (see item 8g for more details). Following the site visit, the RUDG Design Charrette is
scheduled for February 2-13, 2015. This 2-week long charrette will have the consultant team on-site
working with public and key stakeholders to work on the draft design guidelines.
A summary of key RUDG project dates:
•
•

Consultant Team Site Visit, November 12-19, 2014
RUDG Design Charrette, February 2-13, 2015

A copy of approved RUDG Task Force meeting minutes from September 22, 2014 is attached
(Attachment A). The next meeting of the RUDG Task Force has not been scheduled.

FISCAL IMPACT:
4 -r ~ ~.6,
Reviewed by FORA Controller / "

T'/~

' '

Staff time for this item is included in the approved FORA budget. FY 2014-2015 Reuse Plan
Implementation budget includes funding to pay for RUDG consultant services.

COORDINATION:
Administrative Committee, RUDG Task Force, and Dover, Kohl & Partners.
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FORT ORO REUSE AUTHORITY
REGIONAL URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES (RUDG) TASK FORCE
MEETING MINUTES
1:00p.m., Monday, September 22, 20141 FORA Conference Room
920 2nd Avenue, Suite A, Marina, CA 93933

1. CALL TO ORDER
Confirming a quorum, Task Force Member Carl Holm called the meeting to order at 1:1Opm.
The following people were in attendance:
Committee Members
Victoria Beach, City of Carmel-by-theSea
Layne Long, City of Marina
John Dunn, City of Seaside
Elizabeth Caraker, City of Monterey
Carl Holm, Monterey County
Anya Spear, CSUMB
Other Attendees
Ralph Rubio, Mayor, City of Seaside

Gail Morton, City Council Member, City of
Marina
Steve Endsley, FORA
Jonathan Garcia, FORA
Josh Metz, FORA
Theresa Szymanis, City of Marina
Lisa Rheinheimer, MST
Ariana Green, TAMC
LeVonne Stone, Member of the public
Christen Torus, Member of the public
Jane Haines, Member of the public
Bob Schafer, Member of the public

2. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND CORRESPONDENCE
None.
3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. Friday June 27, 2014
Motion: John Dunn moved, seconded by Elizabeth Caraker
Motion Passed: Unanimous
4. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
None.
5. BUSINESS ITEMS
Task Force and RUDG Consulting team introductions were made. The Task Force received a
presentation led by Jason King, Project Manager for Dover, Kohl & Partners, about the plan and
schedule for the FORA RUDG project. Discussion focused on the components of the project and
key upcoming dates including:
•
•

RUDG Consultant Team Site Visit: Nov 12-19
RUDG Charrette: Feb 2-13, 2015
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Discussion also focused on defining the Invitation List for interviews to be held during the
November Site Visit. The Task Force and audience members contributed categories of invitees.
6. ITEMS FROM MEMBERS

None.
7. ADJOURNMENT
The next meeting of the RUDG Task Force was set for Monday October 20 from 10-12pm. The
meeting was adjourned at approximately 2:45p.m.

Minutes prepared by Josh Metz
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Travel Report
November 14, 2014
1

INFORMATION

RECOMMENDATION(S):
Receive an informational travel report from the Executive Officer.

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:
The Executive Officer regularly submits reports to the Executive Committee on FORA
staff/Board travel. The Committee reviews and approves requests, and the travel
information is reported to the Board as an informational item.
COMPLETED TRAVEL
International Economic Development Council {IEDC) Annual Conference
Destination: Fort Worth, TX
Date:
October 18-22, 2014
Traveler/s:
Michael Houlemard attended the IEDC Annual Conference in Fort Worth,
TX entitled "Steering Towards the Future: Convergence, Connectivity, and Creativity." The
Conference focused on best practices in incentive due diligence, drafting and enforcing
performance agreements, and utilizing economic and fiscal impact analyses to deploy
incentives in accordance with local needs and strategic community goals.
Association of Defense Communities (ADC) Base Redevelopment Forum
Destination: San Francisco, CA
Date:
November 11-14, 2014
Traveler/s:
Michael Houlemard, 2 Others (Board/Staff)
Executive Officer Michael Houlemard attended the ADC Installation Innovation Forum in
San Francisco. The Forum focused on advancing economic opportunity through
community-driven redevelopment. At the conference, Mr. Houlemard provided an
informative presentation regarding the progress of reuse at Fort Ord and led the California
local reuse authority round table discussion. Mr. Houlemard also moderated a panel
regarding the applicability of crowd sourcing as a potential funding tool for military reuse.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Reviewed by FORA Controller

$¥ ,.{ lS ·
~

Staff time for this item was included in the approved annual budget. Travel expenses are
reimbursed according to the FORA Travel Policy.

COORDINATION:
Legislative/Executive Committee
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RETURN TO AGENDA

FORT ORO REUSE AUTHORITY BOARD REPORT
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S REPORT
Subject:

Public Correspondence to the Board

Meeting Date:
Agenda Number:

November 14, 2014
10h

INFORMATION

Public correspondence submitted to the Board is posted to FORA's website on a monthly
basis and is available to view at http://www.fora.org/board.html.
Correspondence may be submitted to the Board via email to board@fora.org or mailed to
the address below:
FORA Board of Directors
920 2nd Avenue, Suite A
Marina, CA 93933
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RETURN TO AGENDA

Administrative Consistency Determination for Entitlement: City of Marina's
Marriott Hotel Pro· ect
November 14, 2014
INFORMATION/ACTION
10i
RECOMMENDATION(S):

i.

Receive a report from the Executive Officer regarding the City of Marina's (Marina's) Marriott Hotel
Project Administrative Consistency Determination per Section 8.02.030 of the Fort Ord Reuse Authority
(FORA) Master Resolution; OR

ii. Conduct a hearing and consider the Executive Officer's concurrence in Marina's development
entitlement consistency determination if:
a. An appeal is received within the 10-day (Master Resolution Section 8.01.050) or 15-day (Master
Resolution Section 8.03.070) appeal response terms; OR
b. A Board member requests that a hearing be conducted on this project within the 35-day response
term (Master Resolution Section 8.01.040).

BACKGROUND:

Marina submitted the Marriott Hotel Project ("project") for consistency determination on October 29, 2013.
Marina's submittal is found at the following website: http://www.ci.marina.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/4725.
The project is a four story, 69,578 square foot hotel with 106 hotel rooms including a 1, 750 square foot
meeting room on a 2.62-acre project site, located at 2nd Avenue and 1oth Street in the Dunes on Monterey
Bay Specific Plan Area in Marina. The FORA consistency determination is for Site and Architectural
Design Review for the Site Plan, Building Elevations, Landscape Plan, and Colors and Materials.
Marina requested Development Entitlement Consistency review of the project in accordance with section
8.02.030 of the FORA Master Resolution, the process for which does not require Board approval. Under
state law, as codified in FORA's Master Resolution, consistency determinations for legislative land use
decisions (plan level documents such as General Plans, Zoning Codes, Specific Plans, Redevelopment
Plans, etc.) differ from development entitlement consistency determinations for projects under approved
General Plan and Zoning designations. By law, legislative land use decisions must be scheduled for FORA
Board review under strict timeframes. Development entitlements are treated differently by the law; unless
appealed to the FORA Board, they are reviewed by staff to determine consistency with the Fort Ord Reuse
Plan (Reuse Plan). The legislative framers wrote the law this way in recognition of the high volume of
development entitlements expected to be processed by member jurisdictions.

DISCUSSION:
Rationale for consistency determinations: FORA staff finds that there are several defensible rationales
for making an affirmative consistency determination. Sometimes additional information is provided to
buttress those conclusions. The Reuse Plan is a framework for development, not a precise plan to be
mirrored. However, there are thresholds set in the resource-constrained Reuse Plan that may not be
exceeded without other actions, most notably 6,160 new residential housing units and a finite water
allocation. The project's conformance to each of the specific consistency criteria is discussed in this report.
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DEVELOPMENT ENTITLEMENT CONSISTENCY {FROM SECTION 8.02.030 OF THE FORA MASTER
RESOLUTION)
(a) In the review. evaluation. and determination of consistency regarding any development entitlement
presented to the Authority Board pursuant to Section 8. 01.030 of this Resolution. the Authority Board shall
withhold a finding of consistency for any development entitlement that:
(1) Provides an intensity of land uses. which is more intense than that provided for in the applicable
legislative land use decisions. which the Authority Board has found consistent with the Reuse Plan:

The project does not provide for an intensity of land uses greater than those allowed in previous legislative
land use decisions consistency determinations. The FORA Board previously certified the Marina General
Plan on March 22, 2001 and the Dunes on Monterey Bay Specific Plan on July 8, 2005 as consistent with
the Reuse Plan.
(2) Is more dense than the density of development permitted in the applicable legislative land use
decisions which the Authority Board has found consistent with the Reuse Plan:

The project location, size, and operating characteristics would be compatible with the character of the site,
the land uses, and development intended for the surrounding area by the Marina General Plan and Dunes
on Monterey Bay Specific Plan.
(3) Is not conditioned upon providing, performing, funding, or making an agreement guaranteeing the
provision. performance. or funding of all programs applicable to the development entitlement as specified
in the Reuse Plan and in Section 8. 02.020 of this Master Resolution and consistent with local
determinations made pursuant to Section 8. 02.040 of this Resolution;

In review of Marina's submittal, the project will conform with applicable programs specified in the Reuse
Plan and in Section 8.02.020 of the FORA Master Resolution.
(4) Provides uses which conflict or are incompatible with uses permitted or allowed in the Reuse Plan for
the affected property or which conflict or are incompatible with open space. recreational. or habitat
management areas within the jurisdiction of the Authority;

The project does not conflict with, and is not incompatible with, the open space, recreational, or habitat
management areas within FORA's authority.
(5) Does not require or otherwise provide for the financing and installation. construction. and maintenance
of all infrastructure necessary to provide adequate public services to the property covered by the
applicable legislative land use decision;

Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the project will be required to pay its fair share of the basewide
costs through payment of the FORA Community Facilities District (CFD) special tax.
(6) Does not require or otherwise provide for implementation of the Fort Ord Habitat Management Plan:

The Fort Ord Habitat Management Plan (HMP) designates certain parcels for "Development," in order to
allow economic recovery through development while promoting preservation, enhancement, and
restoration of special status plant and animal species in designated habitats. The project only affects
lands that are located within areas designated for "Development" under the HMP. Lands designated for
"Development" have no management restrictions placed upon them as a result of the HMP. The project
would not conflict with implementation of the Fort Ord HMP.
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(7) Is not consistent with the Highway 1 Design Corridor Design Guidelines as such guidelines may be
developed and approved by the Authority Board; and
The project is outside of the Highway 1 Design Corridor Design Guidelines.

(8) Is not consistent with the jobs/housing balance requirements developed and approved by the Authority
Board as provided in Section 8. 02. 020(t) of this Master Resolution.
The project will support implementation of. jobs/housing balance requirements through creation of
additional employment opportunities in the City of Marina.

Additional Considerations

(9) Adoption of required programs from section 8.02.040 of the FORA Master Resolution
In review of Marina's submittal, the proposed project would conform to applicable Reuse Plan programs,
the Habitat Management Plan, the Reuse Plan Development and Resource Management Plan, the Reuse
Plan Environmental Impact Report, and the FORA Master Resolution.

(10) Is not consistent with FORA's prevailing wage policv. section 3.03.090 of the FORA Master
Resolution.
The project is required to pay a prevailing wage consistent with section 3.03.090 of the FORA
Master Resolution.

Conclusion: Based on the preceding analysis, the Executive Officer concurs with the City of Marina that
the project is consistent with the Reuse Plan and the FORA Master Resolution. The project will be required
to pay the CFD special tax for this project before issuance of building permits.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Reviewed by FORA Controller

~r,!,.;),

This consistency review is regulatory in nature and should have no direct fiscal, administrative, or
operational impact. Staff time for this item is included in the approved FORA budget. The project is
subject to the FORA CFD special tax.

COORDINATION:
Seaside staff, Executive Committee, Administrative Committee.
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Environmental Services Cooperative Agreement Update
November 14, 2014
10"

INFORMATION

RECOMMENDATION:
Receive an Environmental Services Cooperative Agreement (ESCA) status report.
BACKGROUND:
In Spring 2005, the U.S. Army (Army) and the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) entered into
negotiations toward an Army-funded Environmental Services Cooperative Agreement (ESCA)
for the removal of remnant Munitions and Explosives of Concern (MEC) on the former Fort
Ord. Under the terms of this ESCA contract, FORA accepted transfer of 3,340 acres of
former Fort Ord land prior to regulatory environmental sign-off. In early 2007, the Army
awarded FORA approximately $98 million to perform the Comprehensive Environmental
Response Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) munitions cleanup on the ESCA
parcels. FORA also entered into an Administrative Order on Consent (AOC) with U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and California Department of Toxic Substance
Control (DTSC) defining contractual conditions under which FORA completes Army
remediation obligations for the ESCA parcels.
In order to complete the AOC defined work, FORA entered into a Remediation Services
Agreement with LFR Inc. (now ARCADIS) to provide MEC remediation services and executed
a Cost-Cap insurance policy for this remediation work through American International Group
(AIG). FORA received the "ESCA parcels" after EPA approval and gubernatorial concurrence
under a Finding of Suitability for Early Transfer on May 8, 2009.
The ESCA Remediation Program (RP) has been underway for seven (7) years. Currently,
the FORA team has completed known ESCA RP field work, pending regulatory review.
DISCUSSION:
The ESCA requires FORA, acting as the Army's contractor, to address safety issues resulting
from previous munitions training operations conducted at the former Fort Ord. This allows the
FORA ESCA RP team to successfully implement cleanup actions that address three major
past concerns: 1) the requirement for yearly appropriation of federal funding that delayed
cleanup and necessitated costly mobilization/demobilization expenses; 2) state and federal
regulatory questions about protectiveness of previous actions for sensitive uses; and 3) local
jurisdictional/community/FORA's desire to reduce, to the extent possible, risk to individuals
accessing the property.
Under the ESCA grant contract with the U.S. Army, FORA received approximately $98 million
grant to clear munitions and to secure regulatory approval for the former Fort Ord ESCA
parcels. FORA subsequently entered into a guaranteed fixed-price contract with ARCADIS to
complete the work as defined in the Technical Specifications and Review Statement (TSRS)
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appended to the ESCA grant contract. As part of a contract between FORA and ARCADIS,
insurance coverage was secured from AIG for which FORA paid $82.1 million upfront from
grant funds. This policy provides a commutation account which holds the funds that AIG uses
to pay ARCADIS for the work performed. The AIG coverage also provides for up to $128
million to address additional work for both known and unknown site conditions, if needed.
That assures extra funds in place to complete the scope of work to the satisfaction of the
Regulators. AIG monitors/approves ARCADIS expenditures in meeting AOC/TSRS/ESCA
grant requirements.
Based on the Army ESCA grant contract, the EPA AOC requirements and AIG insurance
coverage provisions, AIG controls the ARCADIS/AIG $82.1 million Commutation Account.
The full amount was provided to AIG in 2008 as payment for a cost-cap insurance policy
where AIG reviews ARCADIS' work performed and makes payments directly to ARCADIS.
FORA oversees the work to comply with grant/AOC requirements. Current status follows:

Item

FORA PLL Self-Insurance/Policy Purchase
Reimburse Regulators & Quality Assurance
State of California Surplus Lines Tax,
Risk Transfer, Mobilization
Contractor's Pollution Liability Insurance
Work Performed ARCADIS/AIG
Commutation Account
FORA Administrative Fees
Total

Originally
Allocated

Accrued through
June 2014

916,056
4,725,000

$916,056
2,419,311

6,100,000
477,344

6,100,000
477,344

82,117,553
3,392,656

68,693,628
2,907,644

$97 '728,609
ESCA Remainder

$81 ,513,982
$16,214,627

$

It is important to highlight that data collected during the ESCA investigation stage remains
under review by the regulators who determine when remediation is complete. They will only
issue written confirmation that CERCLA MEC remediation work is complete (regulatory site
closure) when they are satisfied the work is protective of human health and that the Final
Proposed Plan, Record of Decision, Land Use Control Operation and Maintenance Plan are
completed and approved. The process of completing the review and documentation is
dependent on Army and regulatory agency responses/decisions. Until regulatory site closure
is received, the ESCA property remains closed to the public. When regulatory site closure is
received, FORA will transfer land title to the appropriate jurisdiction. To date, the ESCA RP
has provided the stewardship for 3,340 ESCA acres. The ESCA team continues to actively
monitor biological resources and track restoration activities on the ESCA property.
The ESCA RP team's major effort is on the required CERCLA documentation to gain
regulatory certification of completion. Two significant issues have impacted the document
delivery schedule. First was an issue between the Army and EPA concerning the definition of
MEC as hazardous substances under CERCLA. After months of formal and informal
discussions, EPA and the Army resolved their dispute in July 2014. The second significant
issue concerns documenting FORA's Residential Quality Assurance (RQA) process as
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developed under a pilot study in accordance with the terms of the ESCA. DTSC has required
reporting, in addition to the CERCLA documentation, on the RQA process which is likely to
further impact the ESCA document schedule. FORA staff and the ESCA RP team are closely
monitoring these issues to efficiently execute the documentation phase of the program.
For the County North and Parker Flats Phase 1 ESCA properties, FORA received writter)
confirmation from the regulatory agencies that CERCLA MEC remediation work is complete.
For these properties, ARCADIS commuted ESCA insurance coverage for related clean-up
costs for coverage for unknown conditions.
Per the existing FORA/Jurisdiction Implementation Agreements (2001) and Memorandum of
Agreement (2007) regarding property ownership and responsibilities during the period of
environmental services, deeds and access control for these properties has been transferred
to the new land owner. At the County's request, FORA staff is working with County staff to
adjust the former ESCA property signage based on a signage plan being developed under
the joint direction of Monterey County staff, Monterey County Sheriff's Department and the
Bureau of Land Management, with review by the FORA ESCA team.
Regulatory approval does not determine end use. Underlying jurisdictions are empowered to
impose or limit zoning, decide property density or make related land use decisions in
compliance with the FORA Base Reuse Plan.

FISCAL IMPACT:
Reviewed by FORA Controller

. . 11.6
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The funds for this review and report are part of the existing FORA ESCA funds.

COORDINATION:
Administrative Committee; Executive Committee; FORA Authority Counsel; ARCADIS; U.S.
Army EPA; and DTSC

Stan Cook
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RETURN TO AGENDA

Subject:

Base Reuse Plan Reassessment Report Categories 1 and 2 Update

Meeting Date:
A end a Number:

November 14, 2014
1Ok

INFORMATION

RECOMMENDATION(S):

Receive Base Reuse Plan Reassessment Report Categories 1 and 2 Update.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:

The Board approved the 2014 Work Plan at its February 13, 2014 meeting, which included
completion of Reassessment Report Category 1-3 items. Category 1 focuses on Reuse Plan text
and figure changes; Category 2 focuses on Prior Board Actions and Regional Plan consistency; and
Category 3 focuses on Implementation of Policies and Programs (Attachment A).
During 2013, the Post Reassessment Advisory Committee (PRAC) reviewed the Category 1
Reassessment Report items and made recommendations. Subsequently, Special Counsel Waltner
reviewed Category 1 & 2 progress, recommending an Initial Study under California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA).
The Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) Board directed staff to obtain legal review of prior Board
actions. Special Counsel Waltner completed this review in 2013 and found past Board actions legally
defensible (Attachment 8). He further recommended inclusion of past Board actions in the scope
of the CEQA Initial Study. Once the initial study and any subsequent CEQA processing is underway,
updates of the Reuse Plan Land Use Concept and Circulation maps could be completed.
Ensuring Reuse Plan Consistency with regional plans including the Transportation Agency of
Monterey County (TAMC), the Monterey County Air District (MCAD), and the Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB) is within the scope of the 2014 Work Plan. Staff is holding meetings with
the relevant agencies to evaluate changes to plans since 1997. Policy development to address any
changes will be included in the scope of work under the new Request for Proposals.
Staff notes that progress is underway on addressing many of the cross-jurisdictional items identified
in Category 3 including the development of Regional Urban Design Guidelines, planning for Oak
Woodlands conservation, and a host of other jurisdiction specific items. Staff has met with the
relevant jurisdictions and recently received jurisdiction-specific Category 3 updates. These status
updates will determine what additional steps are needed.
In response to the PRAC progress and recommendations from Special Counsel Waltner, staff has
prepared a DRAFT Scope of Work/Request for Proposals (RFP) (Attachment C) to be released this
fall. See attachment for details.

/;·_g

FISCAL IMPACT:
Ak,.f /2
Reviewed by FORA Controller-//;~?./~ / . "

Staff time for this item is included in the approved FORA budget. FY 2014-2015 Reuse Plan
Implementation budget includes funding to pay for con~ultant services.
COORDINATION:
Administrative Comm'ttee, Post Reass
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OTHER ISSUES IDENTIFIED

(see Table 3)

(see Table 4)
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ISSUES IDENTIFIED
IN THE SCOPING REPORT

SORTED INTO fiVE CATEGORIES

CATEGORY I

CATEGORY II

BRP Corrections
and Updates

Prior Board Actions and
Regional Plan Consistency

FORA Board action possible
early 2013

FORA Board action possible
2013

Implementation of
Policies and Programs

On-going FORA and
jurisdiction implementation

CATEGORY IV

CATEGORVV

Policy and Program
Modifications

FORA Procedures
and Operations

FORA Board consideration in 2013 onward
as determined by the Board. May require
public hearing and CEQA review

Figure 2

Visual Key to Reassessment Report
Fort Ord Reuse Plan Reassessment Report

LAW OFFICES OF ALAN WALTNER

Attachment 8 to Item 1Ok
FORA Board Meeting, 11/14/14
779 DOLORES STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94110
TEL (415) 641-4641 ·FAX (415) 738-8310
WALTNERLAW@GMAIL.COM

Memorandum

Date:

July 3, 2013

To:

Fort Ord Reuse Authority
Board of Directors
Mayor Jerry Edelen, Board Chair
Michael Houlemard, Executive Officer

From: Alan Waltner, Esq.
RE:

I.

CEQA and Land Use Implications of Potential Revisions to the Fort Ord
Reuse Authority Base Reuse Plan

INTRODUCTION

This memorandum addresses the implications under the California Environmental Quality Act
("CEQA") of potential revisions of the FORA-adopted Base Reuse Plan ("BRP"). This
memorandum also addresses how changes to the BRP are affected by the guidelines
implementing CEQA and land use law. The current BRP was adopted in 1997 and supported
by a programmatic environmental impact report prepared under CEQA ("1997 EIR"). A legal
challenge to the adequacy of the 1997 EIR was resolved through a settlement agreement with
the Ventana Chapter of the Sierra Club ("Sierra Club settlement").
As required by the Sierra Club settlement, which was memorialized in Article 8.10.01 O(h) of
the FORA Master Resolution, FORA completed a "reassessment" of the 1997 BRP in
December 2012 and produced a report dated December 14, 2012 memorializing that
reassessment ("Reassessment Report"). The Reassessment Report divided its evaluation into
five categories. Category I consists of various corrections and updates to the 1997 BRP,
largely in the form of minor errata to the text of the BRP. Category II consists of changes that
would conform the BRP to the substance of previous FORA Board actions, particularly
"consistency" determinations, as well as changes that would improve consistency of the BRP
with regional plans that have evolved since 1997. Category III evaluates the compliance of
various member jurisdictions with certain policies and programs in the 1997 BRP. Category
IV is a discussion of more substantive modifications to BRP policies and programs that could
be considered by the FORA Board in response to the reassessment. Category V discusses
various potential changes to FORA's governance, including procedures and operations.

CEQA and Land Use Implications of Potential Revisions to the FORA BRP
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At this time, FORA is still in the process of public outreach and is considering a broad range of
possible changes to the BRP as reflected in these five categories. In particular, it is anticipated
that a colloquium and workshop process will occur during the second half of this year to obtain
additional public input and provide a context for additional conversations about potential BRP
revisions.
As discussed below, the appropriate CEQA document needed to support these changes will
depend on the changes ultimately proposed. Near-term activities such as the colloquium and
workshop process are anticipated to remain exempt planning and feasibility studies. Beyond
that point, the nature and scope of the appropriate CEQA document should be evaluated
through an initial study process. Given the relatively long lead-time required for certain CEQA
compliance options, we recommend that this initial study process be initiated soon.

II. CEQA IMPLICATIONS OF POTENTIAL BRP REVISIONS
This section of the memorandum addresses three key issues:
•

when is additional CEQA review required?

•

what is the appropriate form of a new CEQA document, if any? and

•

what is the recommended procedure for determining the appropriate CEQA
document?

Land use considerations are discussed in the next section.

A.

When is Additional CEQA Review Required?

In situations such as this, where an EIR for a program (or project) has already been prepared,
certified, and judicial review has been completed, Section 21166 of CEQA, and Section 15162
of the CEQA Guidelines, establish the criteria for any additional required environmental
review under CEQA. Distilled down to its essence, there must be a discretionary action 1, and
there must also be one or more of the following: changes in the project (or program), changes
in circumstances, or new information.

CEQA Section 21166 describes the three events that trigger the need for preparation of a
supplemental environmental impact report as follows: "(a) Substantial changes ... in the
project which will require major revisions of the environmental impact report. (b) Substantial
1

The discretionary action trigger is described in the CEQA Guidelines as follows:
Once a project has been approved, the lead agency's role in project approval is completed, unless
further discretionary approval on that project is required. Information appearing after an approval
does not require reopening of that approval. If after the project is approved, any of the conditions
described in subdivision (a) occurs, a subsequent EIR or negative declaration shall only be
prepared by the public agency which grants the next discretionary approval for the project, if any.
In this situation no other responsible agency shall grant an approval for the project until the
subsequent EIR has been certified or subsequent negative declaration adopted.

Guidelines Section 15162(c). If there is no future discretionary action, the CEQA Guidelines are clear that
the agency is not required to reopen the previous approval and CEQA process. See also Guidelines
Sections 15002 and 15357.

July 1 Draft- Confidential- Attorney Work Product- Attorney Client Privileged
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changes ... with respect to the circumstances under which the project is being undertaken
which will require major revisions in the environmental impact report. [and] (c) New
information, which was not known and could not have been known at the time the
environmental impact report was certified as complete, becomes available." CEQA Section
21166.
Section 15162 of the CEQA Guidelines elaborates on these tests, generally requiring that the
changes or new information create the need for "major revisions" relating to "new significant
environmental effects" or a "substantial increase" in those effects. This requirement
establishes a fairly high bar for reopening the EIR. Ultimately, this question turns on
"whether, subsequent to the certification of the EIR, circumstances have changed to the extent
that reliance on the EIR is unwarranted. (See Bowman v. City ofPetaluma ( 1986) 185
Cal.App.3d 1065, 1073 ["section 21166 comes into play precisely because in-depth review has
already occurred, the time for challenging the sufficiency of the original EIR has long since
expired [citation], and the question is whether circumstances have changed enough to justify
repeating a substantial portion of the process"].)" Concerned Citizens ofDublin v. City of
Dublin, Slip Op., at 17 (March 7, 2013; certified for publication March 28, 2013).
Case law has been relatively generous in finding additional environmental review unnecessary
to support program changes. For example, a reallocation of 100 residential units from one site
to another was not considered a significant change to a specific plan in Concerned Citizens of
Dublin. Slip Op. at 17. In that case, the EIR analyzed environmental impacts based on the
maximum residential units in the program area as a whole, and the Court concluded that
shifting 100 units to a different location was not a significant change. Likewise, the Court in
Bowman considered the rerouting of project traffic from one street to another not to be a
significant change.

B.

What is the Appropriate Form of a New CEQA Document, if Any?

The next question that needs to be addressed is the form of the CEQA document that will be
used to support future actions relating to the Base Reuse Plan. Here there are at least six
options: exemption for planning and feasibility studies, categorical exemption, negative
declaration, supplemental EIR, subsequent EIR, or addendum. The appropriate document will
depend on the timing, scope and nature of the BRP-related activities, in particular any BRP
revisions.
First, the CEQA Guidelines contain an exemption for planning and feasibility studies that do
not have a legally binding effect on later activities. CEQA Guidelines Section 15262. This was
the basis for preparing the BRP reassessment without an accompanying CEQA document. The
anticipated colloquium and workshop process also will qualify for this exemption so long as no
legally binding actions are taken and the process includes a "consideration of environmental
factors." !d.
Second, the CEQA Guidelines contain a categorical exemption that applies to "changes in the
organization or reorganization of local governmental agencies where the changes do not
change the geographical area in which previously existing powers are exercised." CEQA
Guidelines Section 15320. This categorical exemption would be potentially applicable to the
Category V changes to FORA's governance.
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Third, CEQA generally allows a negative declaration to be prepared, rather than an EIR, where
there is no "fair argument" that a significant effect on the environment would result from a
program or other project. CEQA Guidelines Section 15063. Guidelines Section 15162,
however, makes this "fair argument" standard inapplicable in the supplemental EIR context,
and instead asks whether substantial evidence supports the agency's decision not to undertake
addition environmental review under CEQA Section 21166. If the initial study recommended
below shows that supplemental environmental review has not been triggered for any impact, a
negative declaration memorializing that conclusion may be utilized.
Fourth, CEQA Guidelines Section 15163 provides that an agency may choose to prepare a
supplemental EIR rather than a subsequent EIR if, among other things, "[ o]n1y minor additions
or changes would be necessary to make the previous EIR adequately apply to the project in the
changed situation." CEQA Guidelines Section 15163. Therefore, a key consideration in
determining whether to prepare a subsequent or supplemental EIR is a fact-based
determination of whether the additions or changes to the previous EIR are only minor.
A supplemental EIR does not require recirculation of the previous draft or fmal EIR and need
only contain the information necessary to make the previous EIR adequate for the project as
revised. However, when an agency decides whether to approve a future project, it must
consider the previous EIR, as revised by the supplemental EIR. CEQA Guidelines
Section 15163.
Fifth, if major changes are required to make a previous EIR adequate, the agency must prepare
a subsequent EIR. Although there is only limited guidance in the State CEQA Guidelines,
Section 15162 states that a subsequent EIR should be prepared if it is necessary to do more
than supplement the previous EIR. There is no requirement for the lead agency to consider the
original EIR when it considers the subsequent EIR, although CEQA Guidelines
Section 15162(d) requires the original EIR to be made available.
Sixth, the CEQA Guidelines authorize the preparation of an addendum in certain
circumstances, where the conditions triggering a subsequent EIR under Guidelines Section
15162, as described above, have not occurred, and "only minor technical changes or additions
are necessary .... " CEQA Guidelines Section 15164.

C.
What is the Recommended Procedure for Determining the Appropriate CEQA
Document?
Neither CEQA nor the CEQA Guidelines clearly specify a procedure for determining whether
a certified program EIR, such as the 1997 EIR for the BRP, remains valid for continued use.
However, CEQA and the guidelines suggest the use of an initial study in several related
contexts. For example, in determining whether to use a program EIR for a subsequent projectlevel2 approval, CEQA Section 21094 (c) states: "For purposes of compliance with this
section, an initial study shall be prepared to assist the lead agency in making the determinations
required by this section. The initial study shall analyze whether the later project may cause
significant effects on the environment that were not examined in the prior environmental
impact report." See also Guidelines Sections 15153 and 15168. CEQA Section 21157.1
2

Guidelines Section 15168(a) suggests that a program such as the BRP "can be characterized as one large
project." Therefore, these "tiering" sections of CEQA and the Guidelines could be considered applicable.
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similarly provides for the use of an initial study in determining whether a subsequent project is
within the scope of, and adequately covered by, a master environmental impact report. CEQA
Section 21157.6 provides for use of an initial study to determine whether a master
environmental impact report remains effective beyond an initial five year period.
CEQA practitioners have filled this gap in direct guidance by using a modified initial study
checklist for the purpose of evaluating the continuing effectiveness of an EIR. Mechanically,
this generally involves the addition of one or more new questions to the initial study checklist
that ask whether there have been changes requiring additional analysis. This flexible use of the
initial study method is supported by several CEQA guidelines. First, Guidelines Section
15063(f) states that, although example initial study checklists are included in Appendices G
and H to the guidelines: "These forms are only suggested, and public agencies are free to
devise their own format for an initial study. A previously prepared EIR may also be used as the
initial study for a later project." The use of an initial study in this context is further supported
by the definition of an initial study in Guidelines Section 15365: "'Initial Study' means a
preliminary analysis prepared by the Lead Agency to determine whether an EIR or a Negative
Declaration must be prepared or to identify the significant environmental effects to be analyzed
in an EIR." 3
We therefore recommend the preparation of an initial study to determine whether additional
environmental review is required in connection with the anticipated BRP revisions, and to
determine the appropriate scope of that review. As the guidelines above show, the format and
contents of the initial study can be adapted to the particular situation. The ultimate format and
contents of this initial study should be determined after further consultation with FORA and its
consultants.

III. LAND USE CONSIDERATIONS
The BRP is not subject to the same state planning and zoning law requirements that apply to
general and specific plans. Specifically, the broad state law requirements for a comprehensive
general plan with specified plan elements that are internally consistent, do not apply to
FORA's BRP. Instead, the Authority Act specifies the required elements in very broad terms,
and there are no state regulations that constrain FORA's BRP in the ways that local general
plans are constrained.

3

Likewise, CEQA Guidelines Section 15063(c) states that the purposes of an initial study are to:
(3) Assist in the preparation of an EIR, if one is required, by:
(A) Focusing the EIR on the effects determined to be significant,
(B) Identifying the effects determined not to be significant,
(C) Explaining the reasons for determining that potentially significant effects would not
be significant, and
(D) Identifying whether a program EIR, tiering, or another appropriate process can be
used for analysis of the project's environmental effects.

***

(6) Eliminate unnecessary EIRs;
(7) Determine whether a previously prepared EIR could be used with the project.
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The Authority Act contains a number of requirements for the BRP that will need to be satisfied
in connection with any BRP revisions. These requirements are specified in Government Code
Section 67675, which states that the BRP (including revisions) is required to include all of the
following elements:
(1) A land use plan for the integrated arrangement and general location and extent of, and the
criteria and standards for, the uses of land, water, air, space, and other natural resources within
the area of the base. The land use plan shall designate areas of the base for residential,
commercial, industrial, and other uses, and may specify maximum development intensities and
other standards and criteria. The land use plan shall provide for public safety.
(2) A transportation plan for the integrated development of a system of roadways, transit
facilities, air transportation facilities, and appurtenant terminals and other facilities for the
movement of people and goods to, from, and within the area of the base.
(3) A conservation plan for the preservation, development, use, and management of natural
resources within the area of the base, including, but not limited to, soils, shoreline, scenic
corridors along transportation routes, open spaces, wetlands, recreational facilities, historical
facilities, and habitat of, or for, exceptional flora and fauna.
(4) A recreation plan for the development, use, and management of the recreational resources
within the area of the base.
(5) A five-year capital improvement program that complies with the requirements of Section
65403. The program shall include an allocation of the available water supply, sewage treatment
capacity, solid waste disposal capability, and other limited public service capabilities among
the potential developments within the area of the base. The program shall also identify both of
the following:
(A) Base-wide facilities identified pursuant to Section 67679.
(B) Local facilities that are in the county or a city with territory occupied by Fort Ord and that
primarily serve residents of the county or that city.
Since the 1997 BRP was subject to these same requirements, it contains all of the required
elements. Generally, we recommend that the existing structure of the BRP be retained in order
to carry forward all of these mandatory elements, as well as to provide a familiar structure and
contents.
The BRP is also authorized to include any element or subject specified in Government Code"
Section 65302, relating to local general plans, such as a safety or housing element.
(Government Code Section 67675(d)), but is not required to do so. The Authority Act
contains no other references to the Planning and Zoning Law (Government Code Section
65000 et seq.), supporting the view that the Authority Act contains a "stand-alone" set of land
use requirements that do not adopt or otherwise imply the application of parallel provisions of
the Planning and Zoning Law.
The BRP is also required to be consistent with: "approved coastal plans, air quality plans, water
quality plans, spheres of influence, and other county-wide or regional plans required by federal
or state law, other than local general plans, including any amendments subsequent to the
enactment of this title .... " The plan must also consider: "(1) Monterey Bay regional plans.
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(2) County and city plans and proposed projects covering the territory occupied by Fort Ord or
otherwise likely to be affected by the future uses of the base. (3) Other public and
nongovernmental entity plans and proposed projects affecting the planning and development of
the territory occupied by Fort Ord." Government Code Section 67675(f).
Once the BRP has been adopted, all of the local jurisdictions with territory in Fort Ord are
required to submit both the then-current general plan as well as general plan amendments to the
FORA Board, accompanied with a certification that the plan "applicable to the territory of Fort
Ord is intended to be carried out in a manner fully in conformity with [the Authority Act]."
Government Code Section 67675.2. The FORA Board then approves and certifies the general
plans and amendments applicable to the territory of Fort Ord if it finds that the plan "meets the
requirements of [the Authority Act] and is consistent with the [BRP]. Government Code
Section 67675.3. Following that approval, zoning ordinances and "other implementing
actions" are required to be submitted to the FORA Board, which the Board can only reject "on
the grounds that they do not conform with, or are inadequate to carry out, the provisions of the
certified general plan applicable to the territory of Fort Ord." Government Code Section
67675.5. Following the original general plan certification, amendments to that local plan only
take effect upon certification by the FORA Board. Government Code Section 67675.7.
Government Code Section 67675 also states that the FORA Board "shall ... revise from time
to time, and maintain" the BRP. As discussed above, however, under the Authority Act,
FORA retains considerable discretion regarding the contents of the BRP

IV.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND NEXT STEPS

As described above, we recommend as an initial step that an initial study be commenced to
evaluate the potential BRP revisions and the continuing ability of the 1997 BRP to support
those revisions. An initial study could provide a framework for public participation, provide
substantial evidence and a concrete description of FORA's analysis, and help focus a future
environmental document. It will be important for this effort that the anticipated list of BRP
revisions be developed as quickly and accurately as possible, in order to provide an accurate,
stable and finite "project description." However, understanding that this is an ongoing process,
a "framework" initial study could be prepared, based upon the information that currently is
known (i.e. plan contents such as those in Categories I and II that are anticipated to be
included, context changes and/or new information such as population, traffic, economic and
other factors, and those Category IV items that are the most likely to be included). The
framework would include an initial study checklist adapted to this situation, a summary of how
the 1997 BRP EIR addressed each environmental impact, and an evaluation of the implications
of those program changes, changed circumstances and new information that can currently be
anticipated. With this framework initial study, ongoing discussions about the BRP revisions
would be informed by the framework analysis and appropriate revisions to the initial study
made as the BRP revision evolves.
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Memorandum

Date:

September 3, 2013

To:

Fort Ord Reuse Authority
Board of Directors
Mayor Jerry Edelen, Board Chair
Michael Houlemard, Executive Officer

From: Alan Waltner, Esq.
RE:

Evaluation of FORA Legislative Land Use Decisions and Development
Entitlement Consistency Determinations

I.

INTRODUCTION

This memorandum describes the requirements applicable to legislative land use decisions
and development entitle1nent consistency determinations made by the Fort Ord Reuse
Authority ("FORA") under the FORA Base Reuse Plan ("BRP"). It evaluates as
examples two previous actions -the Seaside General Plan consistency certification, and
approval of the East Garrison- Parker Flat "land swap."
We conclude that FORA's procedures for determining consistency correctly interpret and
apply the Fort Ord Reuse Authority Act ("Authority Act"), Government Code Sections
67650-67700 and the FORA Master Resolution. Generally, so long as the overall
development restrictions of the BRP (such as water use limits, housing units, etc.) are not
exceeded, the resulting land uses on an overall basis are generally consistent with those in
the BRP, specific requirements of the BRP and Master Resolution are satisfied, and
substantial evidence supports these conclusions, FORA consistency determinations and
other land use actions would likely be upheld by a reviewing court. 1
1
We note that most of the actions taken by FORA to date can no longer be challenged in light of the
applicable statutes oflimitations. Challenges brought under the California Environmental Quality Act,
Public Resources Code Section 21000 et seq. ("CEQA"), must be commenced within 30 days if a notice of
determination has been filed, or within 180 days of the agency decision if no notice has been filed. CEQA
Section 21167. Where no such action has been brought, the environmental document is conclusively
presumed adequate for purposes of its use by responsible agencies, unless the provisions of CEQA Section
21166 apply. CEQA Section 21167.2. Under Section 8.01.070 of the Master Resolution, FORA is
considered to be a responsible agency for most of these decisions, with the local member agency serving as
lead agency. Other claims against FORA would need to be brought within four years of the action under the
"catch all" statute of limitations in Civil Procedure Code Section 343. The two specific actions evaluated
as examples in this memorandum were each taken over four years ago. Chapter 8 ofthe Master Resolution,
and the existing BRP, were also adopted over 4 years ago and are not subject to challenge unless modified.
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II.

OVERVIEW OF APPLICABLE REQUIREMENTS

Actions taken by FORA are governed by the Authority Act and the Master Resolution.
In particular, Chapter 8 of the Master Resolution, which served as the basis for the
settlement in 1998 of a lawsuit brought by the Sierra Club, contains most of the pertinent
provisions.
Many of these requirements are unique to FORA, and any litigation challenging actions
by FORA or others would likely present issues of first impression. However, the
Authority Act, Master Resolution, and Sierra Club settlement can be analyzed using
general principles of statutory construction and contractual interpretation. Case law
under analogous provisions of the Planning and Zoning Law, Government Code Section
65000 et seq., is also informative and is presented below. In addition, the validity of
FORA actions would be highly fact-specific, and depend upon the nature of, and
evidentiary support for, the particular decision. As a result, future actions will need to be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis in light of the general principles discussed below. 2
The Authority Act provides for FORA's involvement in local land use decisions
primarily in two contexts. The first is the review and certification of local general plans
under the "consistency" standards of Government Code Section 67 67 5.3. The second is
the consideration of specific land use entitlements under FORA's appeal jurisdiction set
out in Government Code Section 67675.8. The standards for each type of action are
distinct and are analyzed separately below. 3

A.

Consistency Certifications

Under the Authority Act, the BRP is to include, among other things, "[a] land use plan
for the integrated arrangement and general location and extent of, and the criteria and
standards for, the uses of land, water, air, space, and other natural resources within the
area of the base." Government Code Section 67675(c)(1). (Emphasis added). This
language closely mirrors the analogous provision of Section 65302 of the Planning and
Zoning Law (a general plan must include a "land use element that designates the
proposed general distribution and general location and extent ofthe uses ofthe land .
. . ."(Emphasis added).
Thus, under the Authority Act, only the general locations and extent of land uses need be
shown in the BRP. There is nothing in the Authority Act requiring FORA to plan at a

2

This memorandum is provided for the benefit of FORA. Third parties, such as local agencies, land
owners, developers, and financers, should obtain the advice of their own legal counsel with respect to any
specific actions being considered by them.
3

Section 1.01.050 of the Master Resolution describes the distinction as follows: "'Legislative land use
decisions' means general plans, general plan amendments, redevelopment plans, redevelopment plan
amendments, zoning ordinances, zone district maps or amendments to zone district maps, and zoning
changes." Other local land use approvals such as subdivisions, building permits, etc. are defined and
labeled as "Development Entitlements." Specific plans are not included in either definition. However,
Master Resolution 8.0 1.010 includes specific plans with the other legislative land use decisions that are
subject to consistency review.
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level of detail analogous to that of the zoning ordinances and zoning maps prepared by
local jurisdictions under the Planning and Zoning Law. Instead, at the former Fort Ord,
this more detailed planning is the responsibility of the local jurisdictions. Government
Code Section 67675.5.
Following the adoption of the BRP, all of the local jurisdictions with territory in Fort Ord
were required to submit both the then-current general plan as well as general plan
amendments to the FORA Board, accompanied with a certification that the plan
"applicable to the territory of Fort Ord is intended to be carried out in a manner fully in
conformity with [the Authority Act]." Government Code Section 67675.2. 4
The FORA Board then holds a noticed public hearing and approves and certifies the
general plans and amendments applicable to the territory of Fort Ord if it finds that the
plan "meets the requirements of [the Authority Act] and is consistent with the [BRP]."
Government Code Section 67675.3. The approval and certification is mandatory under
the Authority Act if these findings are made. I d. ("The board shall approve and certify ..
.).
Following that approval, zoning ordinances and "other implementing actions" are
required to be submitted to the FORA Board, which the Board can only reject "on the
grounds that they do not conform with, or are inadequate to carry out, the provisions of
the certified general plan applicable to the territory of Fort Ord." Government Code
Section 67675.5. Note that the benchmark for this review of local implementing actions
is the certified general plan, not the BRP. 5 Following the original general plan
certification, amendments to that local plan only take effect upon certification by the
FORA Board. Government Code Section 67675.7.
Section 8.02.010 of the Master Resolution elaborates on the criteria for legislative land
use consistency determinations, as follows:
(a) In the review, evaluation, and determination of consistency regarding
legislative land use decisions, the Authority Board shall disapprove any
legislative land use decision for which there is substantial evidence supported by
the record, that
(1) Provides a land use designation that allows more intense land uses than
the uses permitted in the Reuse Plan for the affected territory;

4

The cmresponding section of the Master Resolution, Section 8.0 1.020(b)(3), adds a reference to the BRP
to this conformity provision.
5

Section 8.01.060 of the Master Resolution includes a "supercession" provision making Chapter 8 of the
Master Resolution "supreme" over the BRP and other FORA documents. However, this supercession
clause does not purport to override the Authority Act. This is most likely in recognition of the fact that
provisions inconsistent with the Authority Act would not be authorized or effective. Specifically, Section
67675.8(b )(1) of the Authority Act authorizes the Board only to adopt regulations "to ensure compliance
with the provisions of this title." (Emphasis added).
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(2) Provides for a development more dense than the density of uses
permitted in the Reuse Plan for the affected territory;
(3) Is not in substantial conformance with applicable programs specified
in the Reuse Plan and Section 8.02.020 of this Master Resolution.
(4) Provides uses which conflict or are incompatible with uses permitted
or allowed in the Reuse Plan for the affected property or which conflict or
are incompatible with open space, recreational, or habitat management
areas within the jurisdiction of the Authority;
(5) Does not require or otherwise provide for the financing and/or
installation, construction, and maintenance of all infrastructure necessary
to provide adequate public services to the property covered by the
legislative land use decision; and
(6) Does not require or otherwise provide for implementation of the Fort
Ord Habitat Management Plan.

(b) FORA shall not preclude the transfer of intensity of land uses and/or
density of development involving properties within the affected territory as
long as the land use decision meets the overall intensity and density criteria
of Sections 8.02.010(a)(l) and (2) above as long as the cumulative net density
or intensity of the Fort Ord Territory is not increased. 6
(Emphasis Added).
The Master Resolution also allows FORA to apply a "substantial compliance" standard
for certification of legislative land use decisions. Section 8.02.01 0. A similar
"substantial conformance" standard also applies to the local agency's compliance with
BRP policies, as well as with the programs and mitigation measures listed in Master
Resolution Section 8.02.020. Master Resolution Section 8.01.010(a)(3).
The standards for consistency certifications set forth in the Master Resolution are similar
to those applied in case law under the analogous Planning and Zoning Law. Although
FORA is governed by the Authority Act and is not subject to the Planning and Zoning
Law, key terms chosen by the Legislature, such as "consistent" should be interpreted
similarly. In referring to "consistency," the Legislature is presumed to have been
applying the plain meaning of the word, which is: "agreement or harmony of parts or
features to one another or a whole: correspondence; specifically: ability to be asserted
together without contradiction." Websters-Merriam Online Dictionary. The analogy to
the Planning and Zoning Law is further reinforced by the similarity of Section 65302 of

6

The term "affected territory" is defined by Section 1.01.050 of the Master Resolution to mean "property
within the Fort Ord Territory that is the subject of a legislative land use decision or an application for a
development entitlement and such additional territory within the Fort Ord Territory that may be
subject to an adjustment in density or intensity of allowed development to accommodate
development on the property subject to the development entitlement." (Emphasis Added).
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the Planning and Zoning Law and Section 67675(c)(l) ofthe Authority Act as discussed
above.
Under the Planning and Zoning Law, general plans must be internally consistent, and
subsequent land use actions, such as zoning ordinances and project entitlements, must be
consistent with the general plan. Applying that standard, "A project is consistent with the
general plan 'if, considering all its aspects, it will further the objectives and policies of
the general plan and not obstruct their attainment.' 'A given project need not be in
perfect conformity with each and every general plan policy. [Citation.] To be consistent,
a subdivision development must be 'compatible with' the objectives, policies, general
land uses and programs specified in the general plan."' FUTURE v. Board ofSupervisors
(1998) 62 Cal.App.4th 1332, 1336. See also Orange Citizens for Parks and Recreation v.
Superior Court, (July 10, 2013) California Court of Appeal for the Fourth District, Slip
Opinion, No. 0047013 (city's interpretation of its general plan land use map given
substantial deference, even where specific land uses differ).
"[S]tate law does not require precise conformity of a proposed project with the land use
designation for a site, or an exact match between the project and the applicable general
plan. [Citations.] Instead, a finding of consistency requires only that the proposed
project be 'compatible with the objectives, policies, general land uses, and programs
specified in' the applicable plan. [Citation.] The courts have interpreted this provision as
requiring that a project be 'in agreement or harmony with' the terms of the applicable
plan, not in rigid conformity with every detail thereof." (San Franciscans Upholding the
Downtown Plan v. City and County of San Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 656, 678.).
"[A] given project need not be in perfect conformity with each and every [general plan]
policy," and "no project could completely satisfy every policy stated in [a general
plan]." Sequoyah Hills Homeowners Assn. v. City of Oakland (1993) 23 Cal.App.4th 704,
719. The agency "has broad discretion to weigh and balance competing interests in
formulating development policies, and a court cannot review the wisdom of those
decisions under the guise of reviewing a general plan's internal consistency and
correlation." Federation of Hillside Associations v. Los Angeles (2004) 126 Cal.App.4th
1180, 1196.
This is particularly true for broad plan provisions that do not set out specific
requirements. Corona-Norco Unified School Dist. v. City of Corona (1993) 17
Cal.App.4th 985, 996. For example, in Sequoyah, there was substantial evidence that a
subdivision project was consistent with 14 of 17 pertinent policies. The three remaining
policies were amorphous in nature-they "encouraged" development "sensitive to natural
land forms, and the natural and built environment." 23 Cal.App.4th at 719. The Board's
consistency finding in that case was upheld.
This contrasts with situations such as that faced in Murrieta Valley Unified School
Dist. v. County of Riverside (1991) 228 Cal. App.3d 1212. There, where the applicable
general plan required the local agency to incorporate specific nonmonetary school
mitigation measures, the requirement of internal consistency required the adoption of
such measures in a general plan amendment. Thus, "the nature of the policy and the
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nature of the inconsistency are critical factors to consider." FUTURE v. Board of
Supervisors of ElDorado County (1998) 62 Cal.App.4th 1332, 1341.
A Board's determination of general plan consistency carries a strong presumption of
regularity. Sequoyah Hills, supra, 23 Cal.App. 4th at 717. This determination can be
overturned only if the Board abused its discretion-that is, did not proceed legally, or if
the determination is not supported by findings, or if the findings are not supported by
substantial evidence. (Ibid.) "We review decisions regarding consistency with a general
plan under the arbitrary and capricious standard. These are quasi-legislative acts
reviewed by ordinary mandamus, and the inquiry is whether the decision is arbitrary,
capricious, entirely lacking in evidentiary support, unlawful, or procedurally unfair.
[Citations.] Under this standard, we defer to an agency's factual finding of consistency
unless no reasonable person could have reached the same conclusion on the evidence
before it." (Endangered Habitats League, Inc. v. County of Orange (2005) 131
Cal.App.4th 777, 782.) '"It is, emphatically, not the role of the courts to micromanage
these development decisions.' [Citation.] Thus, as long as the City reasonably could
have made a determination of consistency, the City's decision must be upheld, regardless
of whether we would have made that determination in the first instance." (California
Native Plant Society v. City of Rancho Cordova (2009) 172 Cal.App.4th 603, 638.). The
challenger has the burden of showing that the agency's consistency determination was
unreasonable. Id. at 639.
"[C]ourts accord great deference to a local governmental agency's determination of
consistency with its own general plan." San Franciscans Downtown Plan v. City of San
Francisco (2002) 125 Cal. Rptr. 2d 745, 759. "[T]he body which adopted the general
plan policies in its legislative capacity has unique competence to interpret those policies
when applying them in its adjudicatory capacity. [Citations.] Because policies in a
general plan reflect a range of competing interests, the governmental agency must be
allowed to weigh and balance the plan's policies when applying them, and it has broad
discretion to construe its policies in light of the plan's purposes. [Citations.] A reviewing
court's role 'is simply to decide whether the city officials considered the applicable
policies and the extent to which the proposed project conforms with those policies.'
[Citation.]" Save Our Peninsula Committee v. Monterey County (2001) 87 Cal.App.4th
99, 142.
The programs and mitigation measures listed in Master Resolution Section 8.02.020
generally only require that those programs and measures be included in the applicable
general plan or be considered during development entitlement reviews. Section 8.02.020
does not require full implementation of all of these programs and measures as a condition
for either consistency certifications or development entitlement approvals. Most of those
programs and measures are also stated in relatively subjective and flexible terms,
generally qualified by terms such as "encourage" or "appropriate." Only some of the
programs and measures are described in more specific, prescriptive or proscriptive,
language.
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B.

Appeals of Project-Level Entitlements

The certification of local general plans generally transfers land use entitlement authority
to the local jurisdiction, subject to appeals to the FORA Board:
Except for appeals to the board, as provided in Section 67675.8, after the portion
of a general plan applicable to Fort Ord has been certified and all implementing
actions 7 within the area affected have become effective 8, the development review
authority shall be exercised by the respective county or city over any development
proposed within the area to which the general plan applies.
Government Code Section 67675.6(a). The Authority Act further provides:
Subject to the consistency determinations required pursuant to this title, each
member agency with jurisdiction lying within the area of Fort Ord may plan for,
zone, and issue or deny building permits and other development approvals within
that area. Actions of the member agency pursuant to this paragraph may be
reviewed by the board on its own initiative, or may be appealed to the board.
Government Code Section 67675.8(b)(2).
The corresponding provision in the Master Resolution, Section 8.0 1.030, states that:
After the portion of a general plan applicable to Fort Ord Territory has become
effective, development review authority within such portion of territory shall be
exercised by the land use agency with jurisdiction lying within the area to which
the general plan applies. Each land use agency may issue or deny, or conditionally
issue, development entitlements within their respective jurisdictions so long as the
land use agency has a general plan certified pursuant to Section 8.01.020 and the
decisions issuing, denying, or conditionally issuing development entitlements are
consistent with the adopted and certified general plan, the Reuse Plan, and is in
compliance with CEQA and all other applicable laws.
After the BRP has been adopted, "no local agency shall permit, approve, or otherwise
allow any development or other change of use within the area of the base that is not
consistent with the plan as adopted or revised pursuant to [the Authority Act]."
Government Code Section 67675.8(b). However, this project-level consistency review
only occurs if an appeal is filed or the board reviews the action on its own initiative. Id.
The Master Resolution describes the standards to be applied to development entitlement
consistency determinations in Section 8.02.030(a):
(a) In the review, evaluation, and determination of consistency regarding any
development entitlement presented to the Authority Board pursuant to Section
7

The Authority Act does not define the term "implementing actions." The Master Resolution likewise does
not define or make reference to "implementing actions," including in Section 8.01.030(a), which is the
provision of the Master Resolution corresponding to this section of the Authority Act.
8

All that is required is that the implementing actions "have become effective ...." The term "effective"
means "ready for service or action" or "being in effect." Websters-Merriam Online Dictionary.
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8.01.030 of this Resolution, the Authority Board shall withhold a finding of
consistency for any development entitlement that:

(1) Provides an intensity of land uses, which is more intense than that
provided for in the applicable legislative land use decisions, which the
Authority Board has found consistent with the Reuse Plan;
(2) Is more dense than the density of development permitted in the
applicable legislative land use decisions which the Authority Board
has found consistent with the Reuse Plan;
(3) Is not conditioned upon providing, performing, funding, or making an
agreement guaranteeing the provision, performance, or funding of all
programs applicable to the development entitlement as specified in the
Reuse Plan and in Section 8.02.020 of this Master Resolution and
consistent with local determinations made pursuant to Section 8.02.040 of
this Resolution.

(4) Provides uses which conflict or are incompatible with uses
permitted or allowed in the Reuse Plan for the affected property or
which conflict or are incompatible with open space, recreational, or
habitat management areas within the jurisdiction of the Authority.
(5) Does not require or otherwise provide for the financing and
installation, construction, and maintenance of all infrastructure necessary
to provide adequate public services to the property covered by the
applicable legislative land use decision.
(6) Does not require or otherwise provide for implementation of the Fort
Ord Habitat Management Plan.
(7) Is not consistent with the Highway 1 Scenic Corridor design standards
as such standards may be developed and approved by the Authority Board.
(8) Is not consistent with the jobs/housing balance requirements developed
and approved by the Authority Board as provided in Section 8.02.020(t) of
this Master Resolution.
(Emphasis Added). Under subparagraphs (1) and (2) of this provision of the Master
resolution, the intensity of land uses and the density of those uses are measured for
consistency against the certified general plan. Under subparagraph (4), more general
questions of conflict or compatibility are measured against the BRP.
As a result, local development entitlements can still proceed without revisions to the
BRP, even if the land uses and densities differ from those identified in the BRP's land
use map, so long as those uses and densities are consistent with the certified general plan
and the project satisfies the more general provisions of the BRP and Master Resolution,
as supported by substantial evidence in the record. 9
9

There is also a provision in Sub-Section 8.01.010(h) of the Master Resolution stating that:
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III.
EVALUATION OF THE SEASIDE GENERAL PLAN CONSISTENCY
CERTIFICATION AND EAST GARRISON- PARKER FLATS "LAND SWAP"
A.

Seaside General Plan Consistency Certification

The Seaside General Plan was certified by the FORA Board in 2004 as being consistent
with the BRP. The Seaside General Plan itself was supported by an Environmental
Impact Report under CEQA, which the FORA Board utilized as a responsible agency
under the Master Resolution. Detailed findings were also made by Seaside under CEQA.
The FORA Board's action was also supported by extensive additional documentation
submitted by the City of Seaside, including a staff report evaluating consistency with the
BRP and compliance with the Master Resolution. In certifying the Seaside General Plan
as consistent with the BRP, the FORA Board appropriately relied on these submissions.
The FORA Staff Report on the Seaside General Plan action applied the appropriate legal
standards under the Authority Act and the Master Resolution. November 19, 2004
Agenda, Item 7d. Specifically, the Staff Report recognized that: "there are thresholds set
in the resource-constrained BRP that may not be exceeded, most notably 6101 new

No development shall be approved by FORA or any land use agency or local agency after the time
specified in this subsection [i.e., no later than January 1, 2013] unless and until the water supplies,
wastewater disposal, road capacity, and the infrastructure to supply these resources to serve such
development have been identified, evaluated, assessed, and a plan for mitigation has been
adopted as required by CEQA, the Authority Act, the Master Resolution, and all applicable
environmental laws.
(Emphasis Added). Note that this provision does not require consideration of infrastructure beyond that
needed for the particular project, and that it also does not require that the infrastructure have been
completed at the time of the decision.
Master Resolution Sub-Section 8.02.020(a) states that:
Prior to approving any development entitlements, each land use agency shall act to protect natural
resources and open spaces on Fort Ord territory by including the open space and conservation
policies and programs of the Reuse Plan, applicable to the land use agency, into their respective
general, area, and specific plans.
(Emphasis Added). Master Resolution Sub-Section 8.02.040 includes a similar but somewhat differently
worded limitation:
No development entitlement shall be approved or conditionally approved within the jurisdiction of
any land use agency until the land use agency has taken appropriate action, in the discretion of
the land use agency, to adopt the programs specified in the Reuse Plan, the Habitat Management
Plan, the Development and Resource Management Plan, the Reuse Plan Environmental Impact
Repmi Mitigation and Monitoring Plan and this Master Resolution applicable to such
development entitlement.
(Emphasis Added).
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residential housing units, and a finite water allocation." !d., page 2. The Seaside General
Plan was evaluated in detail in relation to these constraints.
The supporting materials also included an analysis of ten specific differences in the land
use designations for specific parcels in the Seaside General Plan as compared to the BRP.
Those materials acknowledged that the intensities and density of land uses for those
specific parcels differed from the BRP, but that the changes reflected a shift in uses and
densities rather than an overall change as compared to the BRP. The supporting
materials adequately supported the FORA Board's conclusions.
If FORA's consistency certification for the Seaside General Plan had been challenged, it
would have been reviewed under very deferential standards as described above. Of
course, the applicable statutes of limitation have passed as discussed in footnote 1 above.
However, even if they had not, we conclude that FORA's certification action would
likely have been upheld by a reviewing court if a challenge had been brought.

B.

East Garrison - Parker Flats "Land Swap"

In 2005, FORA entered into a memorandum of understanding with the U.S. Army,
Bureau of Land Management, County of Monterey, and Monterey Peninsula College
providing for a shift in land uses between the East Garrison and Parker Flats regions.
Specifically, a public safety officer training facility was moved to the Parker Flats region
from the East Garrison region of former Ford Ord, and residential land uses were moved
to the East Garrison region from Parker Flats. This action has been described as the East
Garrison- Parker Flats "Land Swap." From a land use perspective, the anticipated uses
were in effect modified in these two areas located in Monterey County.

The land swap was supported by an "Assessment East Garrison- Parker Flats Land Use
Modifications Ford Ord, California" prepared by Zander Associates in May 2002
("Assessment"). The Assessment primarily evaluated the effects of the land swap on the
"Installation-Wide Multispecies Habitat Management Plan for Former Fort Ord."
("HMP"). The Assessment concluded that: "The goals, objectives and overall intent of
the HMP would not be altered and the protections afforded those species addressed in the
HMP ... would not be reduced as a result of the proposed modifications." Assessment,
page 1. In fact, the Assessment concluded that the net effects of the land swap on habitat
would be beneficial.
The land swap itself was a somewhat novel action not directly contemplated by the
Master Resolution. However, the Assessment considered consistency with the BRP and
concluded that the modifications for East Garrison would generally conform by providing
a mixed-use development plan with a central core village theme. Assessment at 9.
Likewise, the Assessment concluded that the land swap would only result in minor
adjustments to Parker Flats land uses. Id. at 11. Overall, the land swap reflected a shift in
uses and densities, rather than a significant change in comparison to the overall BRP. 10

10

Subsequently the land swap was recognized through the certification of Monterey County's East
Garrison Specific Plan.
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IV.
PROSPECTIVE RECOMMENDATIONS, INCLUDING CEQA
COMPLIANCE
FORA has not revised the BRP land use map to reflect the differences between that map
and most of the certified general plans that have been considered to date. Similarly, the
East Garrison- Parker Flats land swap and associated East Garrison Specific Plan
consistency approval is not reflected in revisions to the BRP map. In the December,
2012 Final Reassessment Report, under "Category II," a number of potential revisions to
the BRP land use map were identified in order to update that map to reflect the uses and
densities reflected in consistency certifications and other FORA actions such as the land
swap that have occurred since the BRP was adopted. In order to provide a more usable
document, FORA is considering updating the BRP's land use map.
Our July 3, 2013 memorandum discussed the actions recommended in connection with
potential BRP revisions. The recommendation in that memorandum still applies -that an
initial study be prepared to evaluate the environmental effects of those revisions in
comparison to the analysis in the BRP EIR (as well as other EIRs supporting FORA
actions such as the consistency determinations). As stated in our July 3 memorandum,
the ultimate CEQA compliance obligations will need to be based on the specifics of the
BRP revisions adopted, which can best be evaluated through an initial study considering
the resulting environmental effects in relation to the existing CEQA documentation.
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Attachment C to Item 1Ok
FORA Board Meeting, 11/14/14
Interested Consultants
Distributed via email

Re:

Request for Professional Proposals (RFP) to complete Initial Study of Category 1 and 2 items
identified during the Fort Ord Reuse Plan Reassessment for consideration under CEQA

The Fort Ord Reuse Authority's (FORA's) mission is to prepare, adopt, finance, and implement a plan for the
former Fort Ord, including land use, transportation systems, conservation of land/water, recreation and
business operations. In order to meet these objectives, the Fort Ord Reuse Plan (Reuse Plan) was adopted in

1997.
FORA adopted the Reuse Plan as the official local regional pia

nee and deliver promised economic

recovery, while protecting designated natural resources.
The Reuse Plan underwent a comprehensive lli!.ill~
The reassessment process was a community-wi
options for the FORA Board's subsequent consid

ns are discussed in

the final Reassessment Report (Attachment A). Th

mittee (PRAC) was

charged with reviewing Categories 1 and 4 options
offered recommendations on Catego
(Attachment C).
odifications and recommend
mmending that FORA hire a
consultant to com pi
under CEQA and, b

2

This RFP invites you to submit proposals for completion of an Initial Study of Category 1 and 2 changes
listed above for consideration under CEQA and, based on the initial study, perform appropriate CEQA on
Category 1 and 2 items prior to Board consideration of Reuse Plan changes.
RFP submittals will be evaluated on the following factors:
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1} Demonstrated ability to competently and efficiently complete CEQA process for complex land
use issues

2} Knowledge of public policy matters affecting the Monterey Bay region, and/or experience in military
base reuse in the local area or elsewhere (desirable but not mandatory)

3}

Merits of materials included in your proposal

Submitted proposals must be structured to address the skills, experience, and abilities needed to complete
the required CEQA processes, as generally described in the attached Scope of Work. In your proposal, FORA
requests that you provide:

1} A proposal describing how your firm will complete this
2} Work completion timelines (Note: two timelines are

pages or less),
-one assuming an Initial Study and

Mitigated Negative Declaration will be prepared a
Environmental Impact Report will be prepa
Proposed costs for completing work (Note:
Study and Mitigated Negative Declaratio ·

e assuming an Initial Study and

3)

uired- one assuming an Initial
ne assuming an Initial Study

and Environmental Impact Report will be
Qualifications,
Examples of relevant experien

4}
5}
6} Three recent client references.

Submitting consultants must provide pro
Friday, October 31, 2014. PI
Metz: josh@fora.org
The FORA Executive

---

via email to FORA, attn: Josh

to participate further in the selection

-------------------------ry 1 & 2 items within the Final Reuse Plan Reassessment Report

Deliverables:
a)

After reviewing Category 1 text and figure corrections in the final reassessment report and
specific recommendations offered by the PRAC, compile the text and figure corrections in final
form for use in the initial study. This deliverable will require retention of original Reuse Plan
figures for historical purposes and create
corrected figures. The consultant will use
Attachments A, B, and C to support completion of this deliverable.

b)

Based on review of Category 2 final reassessment report considerations and Special Counsel
Alan Waltner's memoranda, complete modifications to Figure 3.3-1 Land Use Concept Ultimate
Development based on prior FORA Board Consistency Determinations and other actions for use
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in the initial study. The consultant will use Attachments A and D and receive advice from
Special Counsel Alan Waltner to support completion of this deliverable.
c)

Complete modified circulation related maps and text in the Reuse Plan for use in the initial
study. The consultant will use Attachment A and receive advice from Special Counsel Alan
Waltner to support completion of this deliverable.

d)

Review proposed modifications regarding consistency of Regional and Local Plans (Attachment
E). Create a final version of modifications regarding consistency of Regional and Local Plans for
use in the initial study.

e)

Document steps taken in completing deliverables a) through d) and present these deliverables
to the FORA Board.
f) Complete an Initial Study under CEQA of deliverables a
g) Present findings in a presentation and written repo
h) Complete up to 5 iterations of the Reuse Plan Fi
i)

j)

Development map, and provide original GIS
Pending outcome of the Initial Study, com
prior to Board consideration of Reuse PI
Complete all necessary CEQA documentatio

Desirable Qualifications:
a)

Demonstrated expertise in com

b)

Demonstrated ability to produce
compliant metad

c)
d)
e)

data including delivery of FGDC
lan Reassessment
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